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We need not be victims 
• Mary Fisher brings message of love and understanding 
Erik Carlton Wahl 
Staff Writer 
AIDS awareness week began 
on an emotional note Monday, 
when Mary Fisher, founder of 
the Family AIDS Network pro­
gram, addressed members of the 
University community in Shiley 
Theater. 
Fisher, who perhaps is best 
known for addressing die 1992 
Republican National Conven­
tion, announced publicly last 
February that she was HIV-posi­
tive. On Monday, she openly 
talked about how she dealt with 
her emotions. "I reached for the 
hand of God and looked to his 
grace to guide me," Fisher said. 
Fisher was preceded by Susie 
Mandel and her husband, Dave. 
They relayed their experience 
of losing their hemophiliac son 
to AIDS. The couple created a 




passion their son David had for 
life. 
The emotional talk was con­
cluded with a call to action. The 
Mandels encouraged everyone 
to go and take a 
look at the quilt _________ 
that commemo­
rates those lost to 
the AIDS virus. 
"The panels com­
memorate more 
than people who 
have died, but 
those who are 
loved," Suzie 
Mandel said. 
Mary Fisher took the stage 
and immediately addressed the 
issue of "AIDS as a socially in­
visible disease." Fisher paid 
homage to her personal friend, 
Arthur Ashe. She vowed to 
"come out swinging" and pro­
claimed AIDS as a problem that 
affects everyone. 
Compassion for those who 
are HIV-positive heightened, she 
said, once the vi rus publicly leapt 
the fences and invaded people 
and communities to which ev-
each other as God's gift to us." 
Fisher compared discrimination 
of race, religion and sex to the 
discrimination of the homo­
sexual community. "We cannot 
look at oth-
ers as 
will live or we 
die by what 
have loved." 
-Mary Fisher 
eryone is subject. 
Fisher outlined five points of 
acceptance of others and our­
selves. 
- "Life can be accepted as a 
precious gift." She gave credit 
again to God and proclaimed 
this idea of "life as a gift" as 
liberating. 
- "We are enriched if we accept 
lesser." 
- "We need 
not be vic-






being titled victims. She felt the 
term "victim" implied "weak and 
powerless." She said that one 
can either choose to be a victim 
or a survivor. Fisher stated that 
the virus "has not weakened me, 
rather it has added to me." 
- "We must accept ourselves if 
we are to accept others." 
- "We will live or we will die by 
what we have loved." 
In a generation where AIDS 
is the third-leading killer among 
young adults and the fastest 
growing epidemic, attention and 
acceptance of the virus is im­
perative, Fisher said. 
Fisher stressed the importance 
of loving those around us. "Our 
children will grow up loving 
what we have loved." 
She encouraged two ways of 
informing ourselves about the 
AIDS virus. First, "get factual 
information about the reality of 
AIDS, and secondly, talk to par­
ents and children." 
At the end of her speech Fisher 
embraced the audience by ask­
ing everyone to stand and join 
hands. 
"It is not about HIV and AIDS, 
but love and grace," Fisher con­
cluded. 
USD awarded second 
place honors for Drug 
and Alcohol Education 
Tanya Rodrlquez 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
USD's Office of Drug and Alco­
hol Education was recently hon­
ored with a newspaper/special is­
sue second-place award in the Cen­
ter for Substance Abuse 
Prevention's (CSAP) 1992 College 
Prevention Materials Competition. 
A part of CSAP's ongoing "Put 
on the Brakes: Take a Look at Col­
lege Drinking!" initiative, the cam­
paign targets college campuses and 
those who influence campus drink­
ing policies and practices. College 
presidents, governing boards, fac­
ulty, administrators and students are 
"called to action." 
The awards were announced at 
CSAP's international conference, 
entitled "New Dimensions in Pre­
vention: Sharing Today, Shaping 
Tomorrow." The conference took 
place at the Sheraton Washington 
Hotel in Washington, D.C. The 
USD Office of Drug and Alcohol 
Education was honored Feb. 8 by 
Surgeon General Antonia Novello. 
Compiled by graduate students 
who worked in the Drag and Alco­
hol Education office last'year, the 
prize-winning entry detailed many 
aspects of alcohol consumption in 
connection with the average col­
lege student 
One page explained how to help 
someone with a drinking problem. 
Other topics ranged from "How will 
Alcohol Affect YOU?" and 'Tips 
on Responsible Drinking," to the 
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St>eci&l to .ju VISTA ttain campus in non-reserved, white-line parking 
spaces only (not visitor spaces), Monday through 
Many students have become aware of the strict Friday between the hours of 6:30 p.m. and 2 a.m. 
parking enforcement this year on campus. Al- and all day on Saturdays, Sundays and University 
though no newrules were included in the 1992-1993 holidays, 
regulations, an increased public safety staff this The approval that has been passed by the ad-
year has given way to increased citations. ministration will allow students topark in the F/S 
This idea has obviously upset many students who spaces in the Copley West Lot This is the lot west 
have expressed valid concerns over some of the of the Copley Library and next to the tennis 
current regulations, . , courts. 
The regulations clearly state, "Parking regula- Parking ut the F/S spaces will also be allowed 
tions are enforced at ALL times (24-hottrs-a-day, at the south end of the Phase B Valley Lot. This 
including Saturdays. Sundays and holidays)." The applies only to the two rows of F/S spaces near the 
main concern stems from aroond-the-clockeoforce- stairs leading to and from the valley, 
mentof Faculty/Staff (F/S) parking. The rule con- These changes allow students to park in these 
coming this area of parking states, "Faculty/Staff spaces between 6:30 p.m. and 7 am. Monday 
parking spaces are painted in yellow. Visitor or through Friday and all day Saturday and Sunday, 
student vehicles parked in these areas will be cited Enforcement will be strict outside of these ap-
numcrous 
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AROUND THE WORLD 
• Officials from the government of South 
Africa and from the African National Con­
gress presented new proposals concerning 
the future of South Africa's government 
on Saturday. The negotiators have pro­
posed that multiracial elections take place as 
soon as possible with the winning majority 
"inviting minority parties with proven sup­
port" to partake in the new government. This 
newly elected government would act as a 
national unity body for five years. Also 
discussed was the very real possibility of 
black majority rule going into affect as soon 
as 1999. The formal proposals still need to be 
agreed to by President F. W. de Kleik's Cabi­
net and Nelson Mandela's executive commit­
tee. ZuluChiefMangosuthuGatshaButhelezi, 
however, expressed extreme dismay over the 
proposals, calling them a "cozy power-shar­
ing deal" that is "distasteful and dangerous." 
• The Netherlands passed a law last Tues­
day essentially legalizing the practice of 
euthanasia. In a 91-45 decision the lower 
house of Parliament guaranteed immunity for 
doctors who conduct the procedure, as long as 
they follow certain official guidelines. In­
cluded among the provisions are restrictions 
that patients must "be well-informed about 
their condition and advised of alternatives" 
and have a "lasting longing for death... [as] 
requests made on impulse or based on tempo­
rary depression cannot be considered." 
• NBC gave an incredible public apology 
last Tuesday concerning its rigged demon­
stration of a General Motors pickup truck 
explosion. 
The stunt was recorded for the show "Date­
line NBC" in response to a recent court case in 
which GM was ordered to pay over 100 mil­
lion dollars in damages to a family whose son 
had been killed in a pickup duck explosion. 
NBC news co-anchors Jane Pauley and 
Stone Phillips read the statement, which in­
cluded the following: "We deeply regret we 
included the inappropriate demonstration in 
our 'Dateline' report. We appologize to our 
viewers and to General Motors. We have also 
concluded that unscientific demonstations 
should have no place in hard news stories at 
NBC. That's our new policy." 
• An international frenzy in new AIDS 
research, which began last summer in the 
face of an onslaught of new AIDS-like cases, 
has finally been quelled. Four scientific 
studies, which have been released in the New 
England Journal of Medicine, all indicate that 
a variety of causes, not a new mysterious 
virus, were responsible for the illnesses. Re­
searchers have designated the newly dicovered 
condition "idiopathic CD4 T 
lymphocytopenia"—or ICL. They have de­
fined it as "opportunistic infections without a 
known cause for the suppressed immune sys­
tem." 
ACROSS THE STATE 
• The U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in 
San Francisco ruled last Wednesday that 
"secret communications between the White 
House and a special committee that makes 
decisions on endangered species are ille­
gal." The ruling is seen by environmentalists 
as a major victory not only because it further 
protects the spotted owl and its habitat, but 
because it moves the country closer to true 
open government. The ruling will also disal­
low 131umbersales that wouldhave produced 
88 million board feet of lumber and yielded 
$30 million for the Bureau of Land Manage­
ment 
• Nine schools made California history last 
Thursday when they became the state's 
first charter schools. This development will 
allow these schools, among which are Yucca 
Mesa Elementary and El Dorado County Com­
munity School, to use almost absolute free­
dom to reinvent themselves. 
• Los Angeles city officials, in accordance 
with a massive lawsuit settlement, have 
agreed to extensive changes that would 
protect city workers and police officers 
from harassment and discrimination based 
on their sexual activities. The decision also 
calls for the reinstatement of former Los An­
geles Police SgL Mitchell Grobeson and the 
payment of $770,000 to him and two other 
officers who filed suit against the city. 
I t  
Presentation. "Living with AIDS" at 7 
pjn., tonight, Feb. 18, Hahn University 
Center. Free. AIDS Awareness Week is 
sponsored by Student Affairs and the 
Office of Alcohol and Drug Education. 
Call x4589 for more information. 
Slide Presentation. "HIV: Women's 
Voices." Followed by a group discussion, 
noon - 2 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19 on UC 
Forum A. Free. Call x4589 for more 
information. 
Artist's Reception. "The Amazing Dr. 
Gladstone's Wonders of the World." 
Ceramic installation by artist Clayton 
Bailey, 5 - 7 p.m. in Founders Gallery. 
Exhibit opens Friday, Feb. 19,12:30 - 4:30 
pre., weekdays through March 30. Call 
x4261 for more information. 
Diversity and Pluralism. An open 
meeting will be held Friday, Feb. 19at3 
pre. in UC 103 to discuss the need and 
process for creating a multicultural center 
at USD. All students and faculty are 
welcome. 
Economics Club. Club Laissez-Faire 
Economics Qub will hold meetings every 
Thursday at 11:15 pre. inOlin 227. The 
club focuses on economics and its effects 
on society. The club also has speakers and 




InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. Come 
experience the power of God through 
prayer, worship, Bible study and fellowship. 
Meetings are held Thurdays at 7 pre. in 
Sena 304. Call Jeff Jones at 576-2151 for 
more information. 
Engineering Contest. Electrical engineer­
ing in coordination with the IEEE Student 
Branch is sponsoring the second annual 
"Walk-on-Water" competition. Interested 
parties will design shoes and traverse the 
surface of USD's pool. Open to all 
students, faculty and staff on Feb. 20 from 
10 am. - 4 pre. at the Sports Center. 
Contact Dr. Ernie Kim in Loma 214 or 
x4608. 
Concert "I Heard a Voice from Heaven." 
Presented by San Diego Choral Artists on 
Saturday, Feb. 20 at 8 pre. in Founders 
Chapel. Repeats Sunday, Feb. 21,1:30 
pre. Fee. Call 491-1940 for more 
information. 
Speaker. Rev. Micheal J. Himes, Assoc. 
Professor of Theology at the University of 
Notre Dame, will discuss "Preparing for the 
Church in the 21st Century" in the 
Manchester Executive Conference Center at 
7 pre. on Saturday, Feb. 20. Contact Mai 
Rafferty x4817 or Toby Schramm at 546-
7422 for more information. 
•.f 
Communication Studies Society. The 
CSS meetings will be held every other 
Tuesday starting Feb. 9 in Camino 111 at 
12:30 pre. 
Bake Sale. The Accounting Society will 
hold a bake sale Tuesday, Feb. 23 in front 
of the UC from 11-1 pre. Call Michaun 
Carnahan at 497-0719 
Scholarship Announcement Through the 
offices of Dr. Jeanne Brinks Rigsby, 
Professor Emeritus at USD, a scholarship of 
$600 will be awarded each year to one 
student registered in USD's affiliated 
programs in Southern France. Candidates 
must be French majors and must register for 
course work while in France. Interested 
students should inform Dr. Jaques Wendel 
as soon as possible in writing. 
Golf Tournament. Alpha Phi Open Golf 
Tournament will be held Feb. 28,9 are. - 3 
pre. at Tecolote Golf Course to raise 
money for their philantrophy. Members 
will act as caddies.. Prizes will be awarded 
and a barbeque held after the event The 
event costs $25 and includes green fees and 
at-shirt Callx2721 
Oxford Study Abroad Meeting. There 
will be an informational presentation given 
by Paul Saville, Director of St. Claire's 
Oxford on March 1 in UC Forum A at 
12:15 p.m.Students interested in attending 
Sl Claire's Oxford in the fall of 1993. Call 
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continued from page 1 
official USD policies, blood alco­
hol estimation charts, and the issue 
of date rape. 
Open to colleges and universities 
across the country, the CSAP com­
petition received hundreds of en­
tries from both students and edito­
rial staffs of college newspapers. 
There were three areas in which 
entries could be made: posters, hand-
bodes, and newspapers. Judges in­
cluded CSAP staff and a team of 
writers, editors, and graphic design­
ers. 
According to a press release, 
CSAP is anticipating using some of 
the winning materials in future col­
lege drinking-prevention efforts. 
There were 17 prizes awarded in the 
competition, and among the other 
winners was nearby San Diego 
State's "Students to Student" pro­
gram. 
Details forCSAP's 1993 College 
Prevention Materials Competition 
will soon be announced. Open to 
both full- and part-time students, 
contest categories will also include 
print, videotape, and radio. 
This issue of the VISTA is 
dedicated to the fight against 
USD students reach out and 
touch international alumni 
Chris Kubitza 
Special to the VISTA 
Reaching out to USD's Interna­
tional Alumni was almost unthink­
able five years ago. Indeed, despite 
a not so visible International Stu­
dents Organization (ISO) and prob­
lems International Students encoun­
tered at USD, its international com­
munity saw no benefits in getting 
organized and coming up with solu­
tions. 
However, starting in the Fall of 
1988, students, counseled by Inter­
national Student Advisor Yvette 
Fontaine, rolled up their sleeves to 
rebuild a strong and respectable cl ub 
on campus. Such a turnaround, 
which took them three years to 
achieve, set the stage for the cre­
ation of two more entities. 
First, the graduate students of 
USD's international community 
established the European MIB-
MBA Society in 1990. Then, in 
1991 Student Affairs came up with 
a budget to create the International 
Orientation Team to be managed by 
the International Students Office. 
Now that the incoming and re­
turning were looked after, members 
of this same 1988 generation gath­
ered with a group of motivated jun­
iors, seniors, grad students and 
alumni of all backgrounds and de­
cided that now was the right time to 
do something about our alumni liv­
ing overseas. 
Thus, the World Networking 
Society was established Oct 13, 
1992 and approved a week later by 
the AS Senate. It is primarily aimed 
at facilitating communication be­
tween USD students of all majors 
and the alumni living abroad. 
It will design programs to ease 
relocation of members to another 
country and promote academic pro­
grams as well. Its mission was 
based on the fact that, given today's 
economy, a major key to finding 
work in the United States or else­
where in the world is to network 
with other people, that is, keeping 
and making contacts. 
Second, each academic year the 
University graduates approximately 
100 plus students who will move all 
over the world. 
This category of alumni are a 
valuable resource to the University 
and vice-versa. Furthermore, the 
WNS is cooperating with the 
Alumni Relations Office, the Euro­
pean MIB-MBA Society and the 
International Students Advisor to 
correct neglect and achieve its goals. 
The society is advised by Ms. 
Jane Weinberger, Undergraduate 
Academic Advisor of the Business 
School, and presided over by a Ger­
man lawyer and USD law student, 
Matthias Mueller. Other officers 
involved are Karl Wiersholm as 
Treasurer, Kuniko Shibuya as Sec­
retary, and MBA-candidate Tho­
mas Storensund as Director of In­
ternational Relations. 
Other members closely working 
on the design of the Society's ben­
efit package are Seniors Frederick 
Nalby, Agus Tandiono, and Junior 
Kavita Hemlani. Territorial Dis­
putes (TD), that is, WNS represen­
tatives operating overseas, have yet 
to be recruited and trained. The 
WNS meets on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. 
in UC104AB. For further informa­
tion, call Thomas at 272-8221. 
Like the International O-Team, 
ISO and the European MIB-MBA 
Society, the World Networking 
Society hopes to play a great role in 
the internationalization of USD's 
curriculum and possibly have an 
impact in other parts of the world. 
ORIENTATION 1993 
Applications 
Available: FEB. 22 
in the Student Affairs Office 
(UC 232) 
and in Front of the UC 
Feb. 23-25th and 
March 2-4. Last Day to 
pick up an 
application will be March 24th. 









IT'S YOUR CHOICE: 
• HIGH PRICE 
• AUDIOTAPED LESSONS 
• GIMMICKS 
• OUT-OF-DATE MATERIALS 
• ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL 
INSTRUCTION 




• CLASS SIZES MAX OF 12 STUDENTS 
• UNLIMITED ONE-ON-ONE TUTORING 
• COURSE MATERIALS INCLUDE EVERY 
OFFICIAL TEST AVAILABLE 
• INSTRUCTORS WHO CARE ABOUT 
YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 
(619) 464-2627 
CATHOLIC PERSPECTIVES FORUM 
NOTRE DAME THEOLOGIAN LOOKS AT 
CATHOLIC CHURCH TN 21st CENTURY 
Rev. Michael J. Himes, Ph.D., associate professor of 
theology at the University of Notre Dame, will discuss 
"Preparing for the Church in the 21st Century" on Saturday, 
February 20, at the University of San Diego. 
Sponsored by USD's Catholic Perspectives Forum series and 
the Notre Dame Club of San Diego's Hesburgh Lecture 
series, Fr. Himes' lecture will take place at 7:00p.m. in the 
Manchester Executive Conference Center. 
The event is free and open to the public. For further 
information, contact Mai Rafferty at 260-4817. 
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Obviously the American quota system, invented out of fraudulent inter­
pretations of the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act (whose author, Hubert H. 
Humphery, swore he'd eat the bill if 
it were ever construed to favor some 
races over others), has resulted in 
cruel iniquities is very clear, if only 
one looks at the victims of affirma­
tive action. A scheme designed 
with the goal of assisting minorities 
has ironically hurt Asians more than 
whites, has tainted the legitimate 
accomplishments of blacks and 
Latinos with "asterisk" degrees and 
promotions, and has made possible 
exotic hypocrisies like the federal 
cabinet selection process. More­
over, quotas subvert the signal radi­
cal aspect of the American Revolu­
tion — that for the first time in 
history one could live in a nation 
where it did not matter who your 
father was. 
We also know that quotas have 
helped very few people of any race. 
Quotas have failed to curtail the 
quintupling since the 1950s of black 
single parenthood and illegitimacy, 
the increase to 40 percent of the 
percentage of black families mak-
Robert 
Little 
ing under $15,000 per year or the 
general increase in black unemploy­
ment University quotas have not 
prevented the decline in black col­
lege attendance since 1976. Charles 
Murray of the American Enterprise 
Institute provides astounding testi­
mony of the futility of the quotas 
arising out of misinterpretations of 
the 1964 Civil Rights Act: "There's 
hardly a single outcome — black 
voting rights, access to public 
accomodation, employing, particu­
larly in white-collar jobs — that 
couldn't have been predicted on the 
basis of pre-1964 trend lines." As 
Nobel Prize-winning economist 
Gary Becker pointed out in his 1957 
book "The Economics of Discrimi­
nation," economic competition gen­
erates a tendency toward decreas­
ing discrimination. Only monopo­
lies and government interference 
(both of which are present in South 
Africa's system of apartheid) ob 
struct this trend. 
An ornate patois of synonyms 
euphemize quotas: set-asides, pref­
erences, goals, timetables, race 
norming, race banding, helping pro­
tected classes, diversity and look­
ing like America. The benign term 
"affirmative action" describes tech­
niques as indistinguishable from 
quotas as Guildenstern was from 
Rosencrantz. 
The 40 percent increase in dis­
crimination claims since the 1991 
Civil Rights Act indicates the re­
cent expansion of quotas. The act 
creates a presumption of discrimi­
nation if there exists a disparity 
between the proportion of minori­
ties working for a firm and the popu­
lation at large. Therefore, the dis­
proportionately large percentage of, 
say, Asian scientists establishes a 
legal presumption that the science 
industry is discriminating against 
non-Asians. The employer is guilty 
until she proves her innocence. 
If quotas have benefitted so few 
and hurt intended beneficiaries and 
victims alike, what havequotas cost? 
Now, for the first time the eco­
nomic costs of quotas have been 
measured. In a richly detailed study 
in the Feb. 15 issue of Forbes, Peter 
Brimelow and Leslie Spencer show 
how politics has gained power over 
the economy and hurt not just whites 
and Asians, but everyone. 
Estimates of the cost of regualtion 
are routine. Cost-benefit analyses 
of proposed regulations in the envi­
ronment and the labor market are 
required. But economists have 
never before measured the cost of 
the misallocative effects of quotas. 
Brimelow and Spencer first cal­
culated the direct costs of quotas. 
The direct cost total (between $17 
and $20 billion) includes the money 
government spends to establish and 
enforce quotas and the cost of com­
pliance. Indirect costs ($96 billion) 
include the lost time and overhead 
involved in compliance and the costs 
of litigation. The total direct and 
indirect cost of imposing and com­
plying with quotas is therefore be­
tween $112 and $115 billion. The 
"opportunity cost" is what the 
economy would have achieved ab­
sent affirmative action because of 
hiring less productive people (as 
many as one in 10 white males in a 
1984 poll claimed to have lost a job 
or promotion to quotas), the effect 
on employee morale and the misal-
location of resources. The authors 
estimate an opportunity cost of 
$236,000,000,000, or an economic 
shortfall of at least four percent of 
the 1991 gross domestic product. 
Four percent of the GDP is suffi­
cient to double the amount spent on 
education in America. 
The cost comes alive when you 
hear restaurant owner Thomas 
Maggiore, quoted by Brimelow and 
Spencer: "In 1987 Equal Employ­
ment Opportunity Commission's 
local office wrote me a letter saying 
they had reason to believe I didn't 
have enough women food servers 
and busers. No woman had com­
plained against me. So the EEOC 
advertised in the local paper to tell 
women whose job applications we 
had rejected—or even women who 
had just thought of applying—that 
they could be entitled to damages. 
Twenty-seven women became 
plantiffs in a lawsuit against me... I 
supplied (EEOC) with hundreds of 
pounds of paper. I had to hire 
someone full-time for a year just to 
respond to EEOC demands. Six 
months ago I finally setded. I agreed 
to pay $150,000 in damages, and as 
jobs open up, to hire the women on 
the EEOC's list. Even if they don't 
know what spaghetti looks like! I 
have to advertise twice a year even 
if I have no openings, just to add 
possible female employees to my 
files. I also had to hire an EEOC-
approved person to teach my staff 
not to discriminate. (Total) cash 
outlay, about $400,000 (or 20 per­
cent of annual sales). 
"What the government's done to 
me—devastating. I wouldn't wish 
it on my worst enemy." 
It is obvious that the quota sysstem 
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Help Jack in the Box spring back 
San Diego-based company deserves the public's support 
The drive-through lines aren't as 
crowded. Cashiers aren't quite as 
busy. These are the effects of the 
turmoil at Jack in the Box that we've 
all heard so much about. So far, two 
people have died and hundreds more 
are seriously ill from eating ham­
burgers tainted by deadly E. Coli. 
Obviously, people have justifiably 
been frightened. Any normal hu­
man being would be. Still, with the 
changes Jack in the Box's parent, 
San Diego-based Foodmaker, has 
instituted, it is time to give Jack in 
the Box a chance to spring back 
after recoiling in the face of media 
scrutiny. 
The incident has had a major ef­
fect on Jack in the Box. It has cut 
VISTA Editorial 
back on plans to open 85 new restau­
rants that would have provided hun­
dreds of new jobs. Company presi­
dent Jack Goodall has renewed a com­
mitment to high-quality food and 
safety. Among the new steps are 
tighter standards for Jack in the Box's 
meat suppliers, seven new quality-
control tests to prevent contamination 
(including a specific test for E. Coli), 
Jack in the Box inspections of meat 
packing plants and higher minimum 
cooking temperatures (which are 
above federal Food and Drug Admin­
istration requirements). As Goodall 
stated in full-page ads and in radio 
and television spots, Jack in the Box is 
doing everything it can to promote 
consumer safety and instill consumer 
safety. 
America has allowed other prod­
ucts to regain their popularity. Had a 
Tylenol lately? Why, only a few 
years ago America was horrified as 
people died from cyanide-laced 
Tylenol capsules that had been sabo­
taged. Tylenol's makers responded 
with quick and effective action. They 
put those dreaded adult-proof safety 
devices on the bottles. They showed 
America they were commited to the 
public's safety. We should let Jack in 
the Box have the same chance. 
We should be concerned about the 
packer that allowed the meat to be 
contaminated. Vons has not 
taken the same kind of actions to 
prevent a similar problem. This 
is where we should be concerned, 
notatJackintheBox.We should 
fear Vons'apparent lack of con­
cern far more than Jack in the 
Box's revised methods. 
We must give them the chance 
to succeed. Clearly, getting poi­
soned by a fast-food hamburger 
is not a real positive occurrence. 
But, if we run and hide from 
every possible danger on the 
planet, we may as well just die. 
Life is dangerous to your health. 
Eating a hamburger is such a 
minute risk that you may want to 
take the challenge. 
^——^ ̂̂Oginion^ 
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Bill Clinton: just say no 
Tf x, often, graduates are sub­jected to an uninteresting and long commencement 
speech by some obscure figure who 
may be intelligent and well versed 
but is unappealing to them nonethe­
less. 
Occasionally, however, a uni­
versity is lucky enough to find some­
one special. Politicians, celebrities, 
and other famous figures sometimes 
are generous enough to lend their 
time. 
USD, for example, is currently 
somewhat of a long shot to play 
host to Mr. Bill Clinton in May. 
Public Relations Director Jack Can­
non met last week with presidential 
advisors in an attempt to etch USD 
in Clinton's pesidential appoint­
ment book. 
Any school should jump at the 
chance to have a president on its 
campus, right? Not necessarily. 
As an institution that claims in its 
mission statement to be intention­
ally a Roman Catholic institution, 
Mario 
H. Lopez 
meaning" [USD] is Catholic by vir­
tue of its commitment to witness to 
and probe the Christian message as 
proclaimed by the Catholic Church," 
it would be inconsistent for Clinton 
to speak here. 
Do I say this because he is Bap­
tist and that I believe only Catholics 
should speak here? No, not at all. 
But Clinton supports policies and 
laws that are clearly in militant op­
position to "the Christian message 
as proclaimed by the Catholic 
Church." I refer to his stands on 
abortion and homosexuality. 
Before anyone screams the usual 
charges of homophobia and facism 
at me, let me stress that it is neither 
abortion nor homosexuality that is 
at issue here. The issue is that 
inviting a speaker whose position is 
as vehemently anti-Catholic as is 
Clinton's, undermines the position 
the Church has espoused over and 
over again. We can argue about 
abortion or homosexuality all day, 
but that is simply not the point 
People will undoubtedly counter 
that we should be "diverse" and will 
misrepresent my views by assum­
ing that I favor the hiring of Catho­
lic professors exclusively or some 
other nonesense. That is expected. 
But put it this way: Would it be 
irrational for a women's organiza­
tion to refuse to invite Andrew Dice 
Clay to speak? Of course not be­
cause the themes he expresses are in 
contrast to the purpose of the orga­
nization. In fact, the leaders would 
be irresponsible to invite him. Like­
wise, it would be just as 
iiTesponisible for the USD admin­
istration to invite Bill Clinton to 
speak at graduation ceremonies in 
May. 
peace 
The Clinton administration should 
not rule out the use of limited force 
if necessary to stop aggression. 
Serbia, and to an extent, Croatia 
must be given a deadline to settle. If 
it is not met, they must be punished. 
It would be relatively easy to de­
stroy the guns pounding Sarajevo 
and the U.N. troops. Any attack on 
these troops must be quickly and 
strongly avenged. If this means 
firing missiles at Serbian positions 
or at installations inside Serbia it­
self, so be it; an arms factory a day 
going up in flames would soon gain 
attention. Likewise, an attack on a 
relief plane or convoy should be 
met with overwhelming force. To 
avoid these fairly simple and safe 
steps is to ask for trouble elsewhere. 
An uncooperative Serbia must pay 
for the war it started. 
These proposals are not just for 
the evident humanitarian needs of 
the Bosnians, although this alone is 
an important reason. These steps 
can benefit the United States. We 
want to avoid a broader war. We 
want it made clear that barbaric 
practices like "ethnic cleansing" are 
unacceptable anywhere against any­
one. These ideas are too important 
to tolerate indecision. Bill Clinton 
must, even if this is the only time in 
his four years, show a backbone. 
The world needs and deserves it. 
USD mind games 
Hey you out there in USD 
Land! What are you doing? 
Are you doing calculus? 
Writing a paper? Read 
ing a case for Dr. Dickson's 
class? 
Or are you at the beach? 
You see I don't have time for 
the beach. Since I am paying 
for my education I need to 
make sure that I do the best 
possible work. 
Why am I writing? Because 
I am angry that I know people 
who come here on a free-ride 
scholarship — thanks to 
Mommy and Daddy and 
scholarships — but they skip 
classes. I think these students 
should be grateful they are 
allowed the opportunity. My 
husband works his butt off so I 
can be here. I love the 
education I've gotten so far. 
What would happen if those 
on scholarship had their atten­
dance monitored and lost their 
free ride at the University of San 
Diego after three absences? 
A mind is a great loss to those 
that don't use it! 
LEE ANN OWENS 
Political Science 
Senior 
Write to us! 
The VISTA welcomes student let­
ters and commentaries. Please keep 
letters less than one double-spaced 
page and bring them in to the office 
(downstairs in the UC) by Monday 
at noon. 
Letters must be signed and must 
include a phone number for veri­
fication purposes but names can 
be withheld upon request. 
We reserve the right to edit for 
purposes of length and clarity. 
Fighting for real 
M ome burned while Nero 
fiddled. Sarajevo burns 
JL %/ while Clinton plays the 
sax. Who says history doesn't re-
peatitself? Clinton'sproblem.asin 
too many other areas, is his constant 
waffling and lack of coherence. He 
must take a firm and final stand 
immediately. His waffling is hurt­
ing the United Nations' negotiating 
position. Serbia has grown so bold 
that it recently threatened the lives 
of Americans. 
America and the West should have 
two set goals in the Balkans. First, 
it is essential that the invasion of 
Bosnia and the Croatian-Serbian 
war be ended as soon as possible. 
Second, and also as essential, is that 
the Serbian war criminals respon­
sible for such despicable acts as the 
torture murders of two Britons, mass 
rapes, concentration camps, attacks 
on relief planes and barrages against 
U.N. peacekeepers be tried, con­
victed and executed. 
The first goal is vital because of 
the major threat of an expanded 
war. Muslim nations are rightly 
indignant at the lack of action in 
protecting Bosnia. Islamic coun­
tries like Turkey and Iran have stated 
they may intervene. Any war in­
volving Turkey would probably in­
volve its archenemy Greece. A 
conflict between two NATO states 
Michael 
Ward 
(Turkey and Greece) would be di­
sastrous. 
The Balkans have historically 
been a tinderbox. Ethnic wars there 
were instrumental in starting the 
First World War. This must not 
happen again. 
The second goal may seem very 
idealistic, but in fact it is very prac­
tical. Much of the world faces grow­
ing ethnic wars. If barbaric aggres­
sion is rewarded or glossed over in 
Bosnia, warlords in places like the 
former Soviet Union will feel free 
to ape these actions. Serbian Presi­
dent Slobodan Milosevic and 
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan 
Karadzic and their cohorts must be 
punished. They have committed 
crimes against innocent civilians 
and U.N. peacekeepers. A 
Nuremberg-type war crimes trial 
must be held. A peace that does not 
eliminate these thugs is not a real 
peace; it is another Munich Agree­
ment trying to appease insatiable 
tyrants. This war must be ended 
simultaneously at the bargaining 
table and the gallows. 
"I wish I could promise you I won't ask you to pay any 
more." — Bill Clinton during the town meeting, talking about 
the chances of a middle-class tax cut. Bill, you've promised 
everything else, why not add another for old times' sake? 
"I think this year is a safe bet." — Clinton Press Secretary 
Dee Dee Myers answering a question on when the first press 
conference will be. This is the type of straightforward answer 
we need. 
"We acknowledge and take responsibility for the problems 
GM has identified in the demonstration crash." — "Dateline 
NBC" co-anchor Stone Phillips. Yes, the media maintains 
their record of impartiality with this brilliant display. Does 
NBC stand for Neglected Balanced Coverage? 
"I also look forward to continuing to work with you in my 
new capacity." — Clinton Chief Economic Adviser Robert 
Rubin writing to his former Goldman Sachs clients. He insists 
he won't be granting any special favors. Sure. 
"Before I turn to the middle class for help, I have to turn to 
people who did well in the last decade." — Bill Clinton 
apparently saying that it is unfair for people to do well; how 
can anyone want to succeed? 
Rep. Albert Wynn (D-Md.) said Clinton had told congress­
men that 40 percent of Americans would not have their taxes 
raised. But didn't Clinton promise to raise taxes on only the 
very richest Americans? Apparently, 60 percent of America 
survived the trauma of the Bush administration and are the 
very rich. 
Clinton is being strongly endorsed ... by Saddam Hussein. 
Saddam said, "There are some trying to portray the anti-war 
past of Clinton as a personal weakness, while we consider such 
a stand a mark of strength." Thank you Saddam. With friends 
like that, who needs enemies? 
"We must place a stronger emphasis on the family. Family 
provides a built-in support basis. There are more African-
Americans in visible decision making positions like in govern­
ment, industry and education." - Professor Morris Thomas of 
Lansing Community College on "What is the state of Black 
America?" 
I 
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John Wayne meets Sigmund Freud 
• Men take on the challenge of redefining traditional masculinity 
By Bryan Dobson 
Staff Reporter 
The success of women's studies in inves­
tigating and redefining the role of women in 
society has caused scholars to take a second 
look at the roles, beliefs and expectations of 
men. 
The result is a formal academic discipline 
that strives to define the boundaries of mas­
culinity and what it entails. Moreover, it 
attempts to answer questions like: Why is the 
suicide rate so much higher for males? Why 
are men taught to suppress their feelings? 
Why are so many men involved in violence— 
crimes, war, etc? 
"Men are realizing and 
verbalizing their dis­
satisfaction in the 
roles they are asked 
to play." 
Dr. Cynthia Caywood 
Men's studies find these tendencies rooted 
in man's dissatisfaction with his socially ex­
pected roles. Advocates maintain that mas­
culinity is "not really a biological given but a 
socially constructed gender, the definition of 
which has fluctuated throughout history." 
(Rolling Stone, March 19,1992) 
The historical models of masculinity rep­
resent a minute fraction of the male popula­
tion. Generals, kings and warriors are the 
heroes of the past and symbols of masculin­
ity. These legends, though, seldomly ad­
dress more applicable problems such as the 
pressures of monetary success, frustrations 
with relationships or the problems of sexual 
identity. Consequently, men's studies don't 
ignore John Wayne, but attempt to introduce 
him to Sigmund Freud. 
Although men's studies are still in their 
infancy, over250campuses around the United 
States have now incorporated men's studies 
courses into their curriculum. David 
Gutterman, an instructor at Duke University, 
proclaims the objective of the program is to 
"provide a forum where men can explore 
together, in a comfortable atmosphere, the 
many challenging questions being posed in 
society concerning gender expectations, par­
ticularly as they relate to sexuality as concep­
tualized by men." 
This movement is not a desperate attempt 
by men to challenge the feminization of the 
world, but rather a self-evaluation of the roles 
of men. "It is men concerned about the place 
of men," according to Cynthia Caywood, a 
professor of English and gender studies at 
USD. "Men are realizing and verbalizing 
their dissatisfaction in the roles they are asked 
to play." 
Men's studies faces difficulties in uniting 
the entire male population. Most men have a 
hard time questioning their traditional roles. 
Furthermore, according to Scott Russell Sand­
ers from the Milkweed Chronicle. when men 
examine the history of their roles in society, 
"They are overwhelmed by feelings of guilt 
toward the poor, Native Americans, the 
whales, etc.... towards women they exhibit 
feelings of shame, envy, wary tenderness, 
and amazement" 
The women's movement always had a 
sense of coherence and a feeling of "we're in 
the right" Men' s studies is not promoting the 
guilt of the male population but trying to 
see WAYNE on page 7 
Androgony: no longer taboo 
Men continue to struggle to be socially accepted as Mr, Mom 
By Adria Sardonia 
Special to the VISTA 
"We are tired of being defined by 
traditional notions of masculinity. 
We want to try to find different 
ways of being male" is how Dr. 
Bethami Dobkin of the USD Com­
munications Department described 
the purpose of the men's movement 
which has recently developed mo­
mentum. 
Yes, you heard right, a men's 
movement. Most people are famil­
iar with the women's movement 
which evolved during the '60s. 
However, this is a different type of 
movement. Men are not necessar­
ily asking for rights but for a more 
androgynous socialization process. 
The National Organization for 
Changing Men (NOCM) is dedi­
cated to creating such an aware­
ness; no one sex should be bound to 
certain societal roles because of his 
or her gender. 
The author of "Men and Soci­
ety," Clyde W. Franklin, explains 
gender as "the social conceptions 
of what it is to be masculine and 
what it is to be feminine." It is these 
social misconceptions that keep men 
in offices and women in aprons. 
Where women have a tough time 
establishing themselves as capable 
figures in the work force, men are 
now experiencing the same prob­
lem in the home. 
Men are finding it increasingly 
difficult to be taken seriously by 
society as "Mr. Moms" because of 
social chains that bind them to the 
traditional notions of masculinity 
—the strong, unemotional bread 
winners. 
Stereotypically, men are strong, 
aggressive, rational providers and 
women are affectionate, emotional 
and nurturing creatures who need to 
be provided for. With these gender 
stereotypes in mind, men are per­
ceived as ill qualified to properly 
care for their children. 
Recent studies taken from "Men 
and Society" disprove these mis­
conceptions: "Evidence emerged 
which showed that first-time fa­
thers were just as sensitive and re­
sponsive to their infants (rocking 
them, kissing them, talking to them) 
as mothers, if not more so." 
More and more men today are 
breaking outof social norms. Kevin 
Alperstein, 33, of Agoura, Calif, 
has chosen to put his career on hold, 
stay home and raise his three-year-
old daughter and his seven-week-
old twins. 
"We talked a lot about it, but not 
seriously," said his wife Ilene, 34, 
"and it was Kevin who came to me 
and said that we should do it, which, 
of course, I fully supported." 
Kevin had a very special child­
hood. Not only was his father very 
active in his life, but his parents 
were foster parents to many chil­
dren. Kevin estimated that his par­
ents took in 25 to 30 different chil­
dren during their adoption pro­
cesses. 
Kevin said he was very active in 
his daughter Stephanie's infancy. 
When asked about the twins, Kevin 
replied, "Ilene and I share all of the 
responsibilities — the feeding, the 
diapering, etc." 
When asked about social accep­
tance of their situation, Ilene said, 
"People raised some eyebrows at 
first, but as this situation becomes 
more common, people are very sup­
portive." In response to the same 
question, Kevin said, "Couples our 
age are more understanding and 
supportive than couples my father's 
age." 
Social acceptance is of no con­
cern to the Alpersteins. 'The point 
see ANDROGONY on page 7 
What are little boys made of? 
|Different perspectives concerning masculinity 
By Jennifer Blandford 
Staff Writer 
Webster's New World Dictionary 
defines masculinity as "having 
qualities regarded as characteristic 
of men and boys, as strength, vigor, 
boldness; manly; virile." To these 
qualities, one can add competitive­
ness, toughness, aggressiveness and 
power. 
The questions that many experts 
from varied fields are wrestling with 
are: Why are these traits considered 
masculine? How are boys socialized 
so that they acquire and exhibit these 
characteristics? Evidence shows 
that biological factors such as hor­
mones and subtle differences in 
brain structure do affect personality 
differences between boys and girls. 
However, social scientists agree that 
the sexes are much more alike than 
they are different. 
Such evidence leads many to look 
at the cultural and environmental 
factors that shape our roles in life. 
In her book, 'The Reproduction of 
Motherhood," psychologist Nancy 
Chodorow discusses this issue. "In 
developing a 'masculine' identity, 
males are essentially learning to 
differentiate themselves from their 
mothers and from women in gen­
eral. They rehearse and strengthen 
this positional masculinity in ac­
tivities that accentuate male-female 
differences and they stigmatize 
those characteristics generally as­
sociated with women." 
Many researchers argue that 
sports play a crucial role in the 
socialization of male values. Coo­
per Thompson, who conducts 
workshops on changing male so­
cialization, explained that "athletes 
learn to ignore their own injuries 
and pain and instead try to injure 
and inflict pain on others in their 
attempt to win, regardless of the 
cost to themselves or their oppo­
nents. Yet these lessons learned in 
athletics are believed to be vital for 
full and complete masculine de­
velopment, and as a model for 
problem-solving in other areas of 
life." 
Some sociologists feel that this 
type of socialization can be detri­
mental to the development of boys 
and society as a whole. Canadian 
Olympic athlete Bruce Kidd be­
lieves that sports teach men valuable 
attributes such as cooperation and 
team loyalty, but prevents men from 
being emotionally honest 
see BOYS on page 7 
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Kidd explains that "the only way many of 
us express fondness for other men is by 
teasing or mock fighting." Such teasing is 
often referred to as banter and is consistently 
found to be a form of masculine-style com­
munication. 
Social psychologist Anthony Easthope ar­
gues that banter is a positive and affirming 
aspect of masculinity. He explains that the 
aggressiveness of such communication al­
lows the "masculine ego to assert itself." 
However, because banter is dependent upon 
a close and personal understanding between 
those involved in the teasing, banter is "a way 
of affirming the bond of love between men 
while appearing to deny it" 
It is this need to hide affection and emotion 
that concerns those who study masculinity 
and men's culture. While it is evident that the 
aggressiveness of sports often constructs bar­
riers to the development of relationships, 
sports can be a positive aspect in the social­
ization of men and women alike. 
Evidence has shown that many of these 
barriers are beginning to be taken down. 
Articles run in Time, Newsweek, and other 
popular culture magazines have focused on 
the "new masculinity." This masculinity is 
often characterized by a new type of fathering 
in which the role of the father has expanded 
beyond that of the breadwinner into the realm 
of the nurturer. Often this new role evolves 
from becoming more involved as an emo­
tional support for children. 
Although the concept of the "new mascu­
linity" is beginning to emerge in our society, 
many men still feel pressured to live up to 
traditional standards of masculinity. Men 
have been socialized from a very early age to 
fulfill traditional male roles. Thus, it seems 
that the socialization process of young boys 
needs to include modern concepts of mascu­
linity in order to produce liberated adult males. 
WAYNE 
|continued from page 6 
understand these guilty feelings and where 
and why they originated. 
The men's movement forms the 
basis of a reassessment of the systems em­
ployed in the social sciences. Male generali­
zations are much more difficult to substanti­
ate, considering the ambivalence of mascu­
linity. Dr. Linda Perry, a professor of gender 
studies at USD, sees men's studies as creat­
ing a new masculine paradigm. "The tools 
for questions as well as our method of study 
in the social sciences must be reevaluated to 
take in the new men's movement." 
Robert Bly, Sam Keen and Andrew 
Kimbrell are among those Dr. Perry and Dr. 
Cay wood discussed as playing a major part in 
creating the doctrine for the men's move­
ment Keen's book, "Fire in the Belly," 
questions traditional roles and offers a sys­
tem of self evaluation which attempts to trace 
the roots of masculinity and to define what is 
entailed in being a man. Specifically, in one 
chapter Keen addresses on the lack of friend­
ship among older men. "Men's suppression 
of emotion forces them to neglect relation­
ships," he claims. 
The necessity for the men's move­
ment could not be more apparent. The diffi­
culties in defining gender roles is exemplified 
daily by child abuse, gang violence, rape, 
gay-bashing and war. The motivations for 
such acts will almost always lead back to 
questions of expected roles and the frustra­
tions of fulfilling them. 
The men's movement will serve to release 
the pressure associated with being a man. 
The standard roles of hunter, breadwinner 
and protector are not applicable to everyone. 
Stereotypical male generalizations are being 
replaced by a new appreciation for the diver­
sity of male interest. 
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Why can't you commit? 
| Socialization of males renders them fearful of intimacy 
By Sean O'Hogan 
Social Issues Editor 
"I hear the same story told repeatedly, "He 
doesn't talk to me,' says a woman. "I don't 
know what she wants me to talk about,' says 
a man. "I want to know what he's feeling,' 
she tells me. "I'm not feeling anything,' he 
insists. "Who can feel nothing?'she cries. "I 
can,' he shouts. As the heat rises, so does the 
wall between them. Defensive and angry, 
they retreat—stalemated by their inability to 
understand each other," reported Lillian Rubin 
in her article, "The Approach — Avoidance 
Dance: Men, Women, and Intimacy." 
Men have been the target of much criticism 
formanyyears. AccordingtoClydeFranklin, 
in his book, "Men and Society," much of the 
criticism comes from misunderstanding. Both 
men and women hold numerous stereotypes 
about the male gender. Franklin lists some of 
the common stereotypes about men: "Men 
must orchestrate sex; a man always wants and 
is ready to have sex; all physical contact must 
lead to sex; and men shouldn't express cer­
tain feelings." 
But is there any validity to these stereo­
types? Rubin seems to think so. She said, 
"The conventional wisdom says that women 
want intimacy; men resist it. And I have 
plenty of material that would seem to support 
that view. Whetherin my research interviews, 
in my clinical hours, or in the ordinary course 
of my life." 
Many have tried to explain the reasoning 
behind this common male phenomenon.. 
Franklin argues that in the past and even 
today, young men are taught emotional de­
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He stated, "Males have a rather fragile 
male self-concept because masculinity can 
be constructed by males only after they sepa­
rate themselves from femininity, which is 
derived from their mothers." He went on to 
say that young boys pick up on a subtle 
message as they grow older. The message is 
one that is socially cast It suggests that this 
separation from mother and femininity means 
that boys have to reject most aspects associ­
ated with femininity, including intimacy. This 
emotional separation sets a standard that usu­
ally continues with them into adulthood. 
Recently, some men have felt a need to 
return to emotions like intimacy. This will­
ingness, says Dr. Bethami Dobkin of the 
USD communications studies department, is 
a result of the women's movement. She 
commented, "Women have begun to demand 
more from men and men have begun to 
consider their needs more." 
Anthony Astrachan draws a connection 
between the fear of intimacy and commitment 
in his book, "How Men Feel." Astrachan 
says that men are taught to think and feel in 
certain ways. He added, "They aren't bom 
with a fear of intimacy. If a man is afraid of 
intimacy, it is because he has been taught to 
think that way. Boys continue to be taught to 
believe that masculinity requires conquest, 
and that the disadvantages of commitment far 
outweigh the advantages. Intercourse is a 
large part of that conquest, though it is con­
sidered an intimate act. Here intimacy and 
commitment divide." 
Dr. Dobkin speculates as to the reason for 
this division of intimacy and commitment. 
"It seems that there are few initiation rights 
from boyhood to manhood," she said. "Re­
sponsibility needs to be considered a badge of 
honor. If responsibility isn't a source of 
pleasure, but a burden, then few males are 
going to seek commitment. We don't have 
many cultural rituals that teach young men 
that commitment is honorable." 
One sophomore, who preferred to remain 
anonymous, said, "Once you've been hurt, 
it's difficult to try again. It's easier to date 
without commitment than open yourself up 
again." This viewpoint is very common. 
Most would agree that intimacy and commit­
ment provides a unique challenge for men. 
ANDROGONY 
| continued from page 6 
is that Ilene is happy with the decision and I 
am happy with the decision," said Kevin. 
Fatherhood is taking on a new look. The 
'50s notion of the father as the distant, au­
thoritarian breadwinner will disappear as more 
men decide to follow in Kevin's footsteps. 
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Highlights 
Flus Views: J e f f  
F luharty takes off his 
clothes and exam­
ines nudity and old 
age. 
Study Abroad: If 
you are a sophomore 
or a junior and inter­
ested in studying at 
Oxford, don't miss 
the informational 
meetings. 
Faces in the 
Crowd: Why am I 
here and why do I 
continue to take the 
same tennis class? 
Club Bate 
Why is communica­
tion one of the biggest 
majors and yet has one 
of the smallest active 
clubs? Better yet, does 
anyone care? 
On the Wall 
"The nearest thing to immor­
tality in this world is govern­
ment bureau." 
- General Hugh S. Johnson 
"Some see private enterprise 
as apredatory target to be shot, 
others as a cow to be milked, 
but few are those who see it as 
a sturdy horse pulling the 
wagon." 
- Winston Churchill 
"I have the same confidence 
in the ability of our people to 
reject noxious literature as I 
have in their capacity to sort 
out the true from the false in 
theology, economics, or any 
other field." 
-Justice William O. Douglas 
"Give me liberty to know, to 
utter, and to argue freely ac­
cording to conscience, above 
all liberties." 
- John Milton 
"Just because everything is 
different doesn't mean any­
thing has changed." 
- Irene Peter 
"San Diego didn't look like 
the kind of town where people 
get born;" 
- Steve Ellman 
"San Diego is as close to Uto­
pia as any American city of 
metropolitan size is likely to 
come." 
- Jack Smith 
Listen up: Deadline approaches to study in England 
Special to the VISTA 
Every semester USD offers an exciting academic opportu nity for students to 
study abroad. In conjunction 
with St. Clare's, Oxford, this 
program allows students to study 
in Oxford, England for either a 
semester or a year, earning aca­
demic credits which qualify to­
wards their USD degree. 
Because this USD affiliated 
program is seen as an extension 
of the university's academic cur­
riculum, financial aid is avail­
able to qualifying students for 
one semester abroad. The dead­
line for financial aid applica­
tions precedes the deadline for 
application to the program, so 
students are advised to plan care­
fully. Tuition costs are the same 
as full-time, on-campus atten­
dance at USD and are paid di­
rectly to USD. 
Founded in Oxford in 1953, 
St. Qare's Hall is an indepen­
dent international college offer­
ing a variety of liberal arts classes 
to college and university stu­
dents from America and Europe. 
The program offers both core 
courses and tutorials. 
In addition to an enriching 
academic challenge, USD stu­
dents participating in the Ox­
ford program are given numer­
ous opportunities to attend cul­
tural excursions and tours. Some 
travel trips are directly linked to 
courses, such as various trips to 
the theatre, art galleries and mu­
seums in London, Stonehenge, 
Bath and Stratford-upon-Avon. 
Other trips are offered to allow 
students to experience new lo­
cales such as Dublin, 
Amsterdam,and Paris. 
To qualify for the program, 
students must have a minimum 
3.0 GPA and may apply during 
their sophomore or junior year 
(seniors are ineligible for study 
abroad, since they are required 
to earn their last 30 semester 
units at USD). In addition, se­
lection for the program is based 
on a written application, per­
sonal interviews, letters of refer­
ence and a review of transcripts. 
Students may pick up appli­
cation packages and informa­
tion handbooks in Serra 216. 
This material provides prospec­
tive students with program data 
necessary to plan their fall '93 
semester program. The dead­
line for completed applications 
is Wednesday, March 31. 
Those students who are inter­
ested in this unique program 
should plan to attend an infor­
mational presentation given by 
Paul Saville, Director of the Lib­
eral Arts Programme at St. 
Clare's, Oxford. This meeting 
will be held in UC Forum A on 
Monday, March 1 at 12:15 p.m. 
Dr. Virginia Muller and previ­
ous USD/St. Clare's students 
will be available to answer ques­
tions. Students should also sign 
up to attend small, informal 
group interviews with Paul 
Saville following the presenta­
tion. Appointments for these 
meetings may be made in ad­
vance in Serra 216. 
Any further information or 
questions should be directed to 
the USD Oxford Program Coor­
dinator, Dr. Virginia Muller, who 
is in Serra 207, x4631. Her 
office hours this semester are 
Monday and Wednesday, 1 p.m. 
- 2:30 p.m.; and Tuesday and 
Thursday, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Tennis Anyone? 
F)r the last four years, I have been a member of Ed Collins' advanced tennis class here at USD. I think the 
only reason I have stayed at USD for those 
four years is because of Ed Collins' ad­
vanced tennis class. Really, just because 
of Ed Collins. 
Ed Collins is one of the West Coast's 
most respected tennis teachers and coaches. 
Since 1970 over 25,000 students have at­
tended his adult clinics and summer camps 
for juniors. Now in his 15th year as the 
USD men's tennis coach, Ed has led his 
teams to a number of NCAA Division I 
top-25 rankings. In 1990 he was selected 
Region 8 ITCA/Wilson Coach of the Year 
and he also received the USTA/ITCA Na­
tional Coaches Community Service Award. 
In addition to working with his USD 
team, Ed directs the San Diego Tennis 
Patron's Under - 12 Junior Excellence 
Program. 
Ed's successful coaching is based in 
part on his understanding of the levels of 
the game and what it takes for you to reach 
the next level. Although tactics change 




By Jeremy Watson 
ways demand attention. Performance 
improves with attention to grips, tech­
nique, footwork, timing and relaxation. 
A San Diego native, Ed Collins brings 
a local color to the teaching, and a unique 
perspective to the tennis game. He is 
more than just an instructor, in his own 
way, he inspires. 
When planning class schedules, many 
first sign up for his tennis class and work 
the remaining load around it. Some, like 
me, credit Ed with keeping the school 
week bearable. Others take the class even 
after they graduate. 
Sure, the tennis is fun, the people are 
relaxed and the class is a great developer 
of the game. But I think the real credit 
goes to the person responsible. The credit 
goes to Ed Collins. 
One can go through life and never meet 
a truly good person. I feel fortunate that I 
had the opportunity to meet Ed Collins. 
Ed is genuine. He is a genuinely nice 
person. I am honored and privileged that I 
had the opportunity of knowing him, and 
feel that I can sincerely call him a friend. 
All in a Day's Work 
February is Black History Month. That 
means you should study the importance of 
African- Americans in history only during 
this month. Is it just me or does this sound 
incomplete? The accomplishments and 
achievements of African-Americans 
should not be limited to just one month. 
Congratulations to all those who were 
apart of the first film shoot of the Film 
Production Club. It all went well. Next 
time there will be sound. 
Esteban del Rio is a really nice guy, and 
is an excellent artist. 
San Diego needs a high quality library 
geared toward actors. USD's library just 
doesn't cut it when students are trying to 
find a decent script. 
USD's bookstore should reflect the non­
profit status of the University. 
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Are you willing to change? 
Alison Clem 
Staff Writer 
College is a time in life when a lot of change takes place. For freshmen the change occurs when they leave home for the first time and confront the responsibilities and choices of the real world. For sophomores the change happens as they select a major and become 
comfortable with their choice as one that will affect their entire future. For juniors 
the change takes place when they realize that their family ties are somewhat 
distant and they are truly independent and capable. For seniors, on the most 
serious level, the change comes in the form of searching for a job and preparing 
to venture out into the world outside of the campus. Indeed change is a necessary 
and unavoidable part of growth and many people welcome transition. Yet on the 
other hand, many people shy away from change and dodge it at all costs. Which 
type are you? Take the following survey and discover your true attitude toward 
change. (A 5 is strongly agreeing with the statement on the left, a 1 is strongly 
agreeing with the statement on the right.) 
I view change as an opportunity 5 4 3 2 1 
not as a threat. 
Predictability is dull. 5 4 3 2 1 
The possibility of change 5 4 3 2 1 
intrigues me. 
I've confidence I can change 5 4 3 2 1 
my behavior as needed. 
I reject all change as 
a personal threat. 
Predictability is 
desirable. 
The possibility of 
change deflates me. 
It's nearly 
impossible for me to 
change. 
I can change my lifestyle and 5 4 3 2 1 My lifestyle and job 
career easily. are not changeable. 
Now that you've completed the survey, simply add up the points. If the total 
is over 16, you have a positive and flexible outlook toward change. You should 
be able to handle future changes effectively. If you rated yourself below 16, you 
are less flexible than may be necessary in dealing with upcoming change. Just 
remember that change is a natural and vital part of life. Confront the situation 
with a realistic attitude, patience and perseverance and no ordeal is too large to 
overcome. Good luck! 
Your fountain of youth? 
D.P. Mullins 
Special to the VISTA 
So the day has finally come. You're eighteen. Or nineteen. Or twenty. 
Or whatever age you may be. The point is that you are no longer "a kid." A 
strong sense of independence prevails and the power to do whatever you 
want guides your every move. "No more parents to tell me what to do," you 
thought. Oh, how great it felt. 
But then, out of nowhere jumped "your future", "responsibility" and 
"careful planning." You realize that the days of running home from school, 
changing into your play clothes and meeting your friends for a game of 
hopscotch or baseball are gone. No longer existent are the days of waking 
up at 6 a.m. on Christmas morning to unwrap the loot Santa delivered the 
night before. Gone are the days of spending the night at your best friend's 
house, gossiping about boys or sifting through endless piles of baseball 
cards. Gone are the days when the cure for your deepest cut lay in the kiss 
of that person you called "mommy". 
Things seemed so simple then: no worries, no planning, no fears. The 
world was at your feet and you didn't care how big it was, you were willing 
to take it on. Now, as the years pass by and reality bores itself deeper into 
your head, you realize how much you miss the carefree days of youth. You 
try to figure out where all the time went, only to find your brain is cluttered 
with dates, times, and assignments that are slowly pushing the memory of 
your first kiss out the door. Nowadays, responsibility takes precedent over 
pleasure. You look at the briefcase baring leaders of society and think to 
yourself, "God, I hope I am never like that." 
You sense yourself getting olderand it's no longer cool. In fact, it's highly 
uncool. In a couple of years you may be a parent or have a family of your 
own to take care of. You may have to show up at work every morning at nine 
o'clock sharp. Bombarded, you are suffocating as all this growing up stuff 
starts to scare the hell out of you! 
Well, don't worry. There is an answer. Infactit'sinsideofallofus. Come 
on, you know, that little voice in the back of your head that says, "Go ahead 
and do it," as you contemplate throwing that piece of bread in the cafeteria. 
You know, that voice you always block out because you think that you are 
too old for that. I'm talking about the little kid in all of us. The one that 
always gets beat up by the bully of the block, maturity. Well, I say, tell 
maturity to take a hike before you become a slave to it. Don't let yourself 
become one of "them." You know, the guys who walk down the street in 
their three piece suits off to a hard day of work. 
Don't let yourself fall into the abyss of societal norms, standards and 
pressures. Stay young. Do what you want and get crazy when you aren't 
supposed to. The next time you want to do something out of the ordinary take 
the advice of Nike... Just do it!! Don't become one of the many. Keep the 
kid in you alive; hold on before it's too late! 
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
San Diego State University Chapter 
General Meeting: Thursday, February 18,1993 
5 p.m. in PSFA Journalism 
Reading Room 326 
Benefits: Enhance your resume 
*A11 majors welcome* 
Mentor Program 
For more information contact Aileen Cashman (619) 286 - 7209 




EXTRA INCOME NOW 
Envelope Stuffing—$600-$800 
Every Week 
Free Details send SASE to: 
International Inc. 
1356 Coney Island Ave. 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
JESSICA, 
WITH THE BLACK JETTA. 
HAVE YOU BROKEN ANY 
TOILET SEATS LATELY? 
LOVE, 
MOAYER 
We're Bigger and Better! 
Congratulations 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Xi Pledge Class 
Kelly Benton Dean Callahan 
Gillian Christensen Joe Comins 
Vicki Czarzasty Rob Dean 
Claire Do Jake Ellerbrock. 
Greeks and Clubs PAID INTERNSHIPS! (POSITIONS LIMITED) 
Applications/Interviews being 
taken now for the best summer 
business internship and training 
you can find Earn $6-16,000 
while managing your branch of 
UNIVERSITY PAINTING 
PROFESSIONALS 
during Summer 1993 
Call 1-800-525-5877.TODAY! 
ATTENTION !! ATTENTION !! 
FOR RENT 
Large 4-bedroom, 2.5-bath home on 
big lot. HDWD floors, deck, fire­
place, quiet secluded neighborhood. 
Available 3/15 
$1500 / month 
222-8786 
Andrew Francheschini Lisa Fricano 
Tanya Gallagher Shawna Garberich 
Andrea Gonz&les Emily Haug 
Carrie Johnson Kim Jones 
John Lambert Theresa Martin 
Darrick Morse Wendy Pacotsky 
Maynil Ramos Cindy Reynolds 
Randy Rivera Dave Salisbury 
Mark Scelfo Ryan Sweeney 
Alex Villalobos Camille Woerthwein 
$1,000 AN HOUR 
Each member of your fiat., sorority, team, 
club, etc. pitches in just one hour and your 
group can earn $ 1,000 in just a few days. 
Plus a chance to earn $1,000 for 
yourself, 
no cost no obligation. 
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
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A redwood, wild, naked-nymph run 
I walk into the living room, stare at the bowl of walnuts on the 
small coffee table, notice a similarity between them and my 
testicles and sit on the couch to drink my breakfast of carrot juice. 
Next to me lies a small cotton mouse laced with catnip. I grab the 
mouse and toss it to my mom's cat Bozzly who is strutting across 
the carpet. Boz sniffs the mouse, begins to push it around with her 
nose and eventually rolls over on her back. Her paws hold the 
mouse close to her nose and her eyes get hazy as she squirms and 
purrs like a young kitten. 
I begin to get jealous of my cat "Give me that!" I say as I stand 
up and snatch the 'nip. I hold it to my nose and inhale. "Nothing," 
I say in desperation as I look to Boz for advice. "What's the trick?" 
I ask. 
The cat, still heavy on her stony-trip, stares at me with an 
omniscient grin, a little drool drippin' off her chin. "BOA" I say, 
"you're being selfish, tell me how this here herb works." Getting 
no response from the cat, I take matters into my own hands and 
begin to push the mouse around on the floor with my nose. But still, 
no emotional stimulation. In frustration, I grab my running shoes 
and venture out the door in search of a natural high. 
It is a warm late-winter morning and I slowly pick up the pace 
as I travel along the path that winds through the redwoods behind 
my house. I live in the Santa Cruz Mountains in the small town of 
La Honda, population 517 and 2/3 (Mrs. O'Donally, down the 
road, is expecting), and behind my house is pure solitude. 
A small brown rabbit with a white tail scurries across the path as 
it hears the rhythmic pounding of my feet. I begin to perspire and 
think to myself, "This high is really taking some work." 
I am chuggin' along when all of the sudden I turn a comer and 
see her, the legendary Hilga, naked and prancing through the dewy 
forest not fifty feet from me! 
(Since most likely my reader is unfamiliar with La Honda folk­
lore, a little background may be necessary.) 
Hilga is a German woman with long, silvery hair; and some say 
she is well over 100-years-old. At the end of each winter, Hilga 
embarks on a wild naked-nymph run through the redwoods gath­
ering mushrooms. Legend has it that the flowers begin to bloom 
and spring starts with her dance, not a day sooner or a day later. 
(Story resumes.) 
I stare at the mystic woman, her wrinkled, leathery skin, her 
large, round bare body and a small wicker basket partially filled 
withwildmushrooms. Unexpectedly, she turns and sees me. Ifeel 
Flu's Views 
By Jeff Fluharty 
like a deer, frozen in headlights. (If you are not from an area where 
there are both deer and automobiles, this metaphor means I stood 
really still.) My fight-or-flight mechanisms start to debate. 
"I think we can take her," says fight. "Ya, if we build up some 
speed and hit her low, I am sure we can take her." 
Flight interjects, "I say run, this whole thing is freakin' me out." 
My ego, indecisive as usual, chooses to take no action and I remain 
standing, motionless. 
"Beautiful day, isn't it, my friend?" asks Hilga with a soft smile. 
I manage to muster a slight nod of my head. "My name is Hilga, what 
is yours?" she asks. 
"Jeff," I say in a voice resembling that of a school boy speaking 
to the Principal. 
"That's a nice name," she says. "Jeff, would you like to join me 
this morning?" she asks as she holds out her basket. 
"I don't think so," I reply with a chuckle. She continues to look 
at me with her wise and peaceful emerald eyes. I feel bad that I 
laughed. 
"If you do not mind me asking," she says, "I am curious, why not?" 
I search my mind for an answer. "I don't know," I say. 
"Have you ever felt the sun on your naked body?" 
I ponder the question. I've been outmany times in shorts, butl do 
not think I have ever been completely naked beneath the sun. 
"No," I confess. 
"How do you feel about your body?" she asks. 
All I wanted to do was go for a morning jog and now I am being 
psychoanalyzed by a 100-year-old, naked, mushroom-picking 
nymph. 
"I don't have any problems with it," I say. 
"Then why do you cover it with clothes?" she asks. "It is a warm 
morning. I can see that you are sweating. Believe me, you would be 
much more comfortable without all that excess. There is nothing to 
fear out here. We are all creatures of nature." 
I begin to truly think about her question. I guess I do have 
insecurities about my body. Sometimes I think my skin is too pale, 
my stomach flabby, my muscles not big enough. Ya, maybe she 
speaks the truth. Why do I wear shorts when I am at the beach? 
Where did I get the idea that my body is less then adequate? 
"OK," I say, "I'll give it a try." I take off my shoes and socks, 
then my shirt and shorts and finally my boxers. My bare feet stand 
on the fallen needles from the surrounding redwood trees. The 
warm breeze blissfully blankets my entire body. The sun fills me 
with strength as it penetrates my legs, genitals and chest. 
"How does it feel?" she asks. 
Impressed with myself for taking a risk, I say, "Pretty good." 
"Now, then, let us dance in spring." With those words, she 
begins to skip through the forest I can barely keep up with the 
woman. She spins around trees, leaps over ferns and laughs 
continuously, only interrupted by a spontaneous song or an occa­
sional poem. 
I feel light and free as I follow her. Eventually, we come to a 
meadow filled with clovers. At the far side sits Reflection Lake 
(which is really a pond, but Reflection Lake has a much better ring 
to it than Reflection Pond). She stops just before the meadow. 1 
catch up. I put my hands on my knees and try to regain my breath. 
"Youth, my friend, lies just across the meadow," she yells as she 
begins to sprint through the clovers. She does not break stride and 
when she reaches the pond, she hurls her century-old body into the 
air and gracefully dives into the turquoise water. 
I walk across the meadow and wade into the lake. The water is 
crisp and rejuvenating. I dunk my head and hear underwater 
melodies. I pull myself up on the bank, lie on my back and look at 
the clouds. I can hear Hilga splashing in the water, singing German 
folk songs and laughing. Life surrounds this woman and I see 
creation in her. I realize that wrinkles and silver hair are as 
beautiful as golden locks and a smooth complexion. We are 
conditioned to see life slipping away after 25, but the soul is 
eternally young. People in their eighties, nineties and one-hun­
dreds are as handsome, elegant, sexy and spontaneous as any 
college student. Youth is not measured in years, it is an approach 
to life. Hilga sees the world as a wondrous mystery in which 
everything is new and exciting. She is a paradigm of youth. 
The words of Walt Whitman come into my head: "Women sit or 
move to and fro, some old, some young, The young are beautiful 
— but the old are more beautiful than the young." 
I drift into sleep and when I awake, Hilga is gone; a mushroom 
lies in the grass beside me and I know spring has arrived. 
CG's 
After Dark 
won't be on this week, 












at Camp Wolahi 
from: June 20 - June 26. 








•and much, much more... 
For more information see Residence 
Life in the University Center. 
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sport on foot 
Mac Johnston 
Special to the VISTA 
The USD lacrosse team had a 
rough start to the 1993 season with 
three losses on the road. A 9-4 loss 
to UC Irvine and a close, 12-11 
game against Claremont McKenna 
started off the season. San Diego 
State was the third loss, but it was a 
non-league game. 
The Toreros have been short-
handed this season due to many 
injuries. Defenseman Chris 
Ordway, midfielder Lex Colley and 
attackman Joe Cardnas have been 
sidelined due to injuries. 
The team is relatively young with 
only two starting seniors, Alec 
Rhodes and Matt Ruel. The team is 
packed with talent, determination 
and youth. 
"Skill comes from practice, not 
age," said Ordway. 
The team's first home game is on 
Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 3 p.m. against 
UC San Diego. So, come out and 
see what people call "the fastest 
sport cm foot." Youwon'tbedisap-
pointed. 
USD powers past 
travel to USC today 
I Women's Tennis: Toreros put their 2-0 
record on the line today, and then come home 
to Pepperdine on Saturday 
Staff Reports 
The women's tennis 
team got off to a great start 
and is looking for more as 
they take on USC and 
Pepperdine this weekend. 
The #16 Toreros are 2-0 
overall after posting im­
pressive victories over UC 
Irvine and Loyola 
Marymount. 
On Saturday, the vic­
tory over the Lions was 
closer than expected. Jun­
ior Laura Richards led the 
way with a straight set win 
at No. 1 singles. 
Other singles winners 
were Kristine Smith, Kara 
Brady, and Dina Birch. 
Julie McKeon sat out the 
singles competition due to 
sickness. 
McKeon returned with Richards 
to post a victory at #1 doubles 
The duo, fresh off their semifi­
nal showing at the Rolex Indoor 
Championships, posted an easy 
straight set victory. 
The team of Kristine Smith and 
Kara Brady also garnered a point 
for San Diego. 
This weekend provides the 
Toreros with an opportunity to move 
forward in the national rankings. 
Today, San Diego travels to USC. 
The Trojans are ranked #11 in the 
nation. 
"Overall the matches seem to be 
a bit tougher," said freshman 
Kristine Smith. 
Well the matches aren't going to 
get any easier from here as the 
Toreros are getting to the toughest 
part of their schedule. 
On Saturday, the #9 ranked 
Pepperdine Waves invade the West 
Courts. That match begins at 11 
a.m. 
Junior Laura Richards nails another serve. Her serve powered her to 
a straight set victory against her Loyola Marymount opponent. 
Lady hoopsters suvive the 
Waves, but can't tame the Lions 
•Women's Basketball: Gonzaga and Portland will be entertained by 
USD this weekend as Toreros try to hang on to No. 2 WCC ranking 
Toreros looked to add to their second-place standing in the 
WCC. 
USD had one major problem in the Lions' den: shooting 
went as cold as the Los Angeles weather. In the first half, 
the Toreros shota dismal 25.9 percent but managed to trail 
by only seven at the half, 23-16. 
The Toreros came out on the offensive for the second 
half and were on the verge of defeating the Lions. They 
even took the lead, 34-30, midway 
through the second half but could 
not hang on in the final minutes of 
the contest 
"We just could not buy a basket," 
said Marpe. 'They were very physi­
cal with us and took us away from 
what we wanted to do." 
Jill Shaver led the Toreros with 
15 points in the loss. For the season, 
Shaver is averaging 13.2 points and 
5.8 rebounds per game. Enger is 
No. 1 in the nation with her 5.1 
blocks per game and is averaging 
14.1 points per game, and 10.1 re­
bounds per game. 
The Toreros now have an overall record of 11-9 and are 
second in the WCC at 5-4. They have won eight of their 
last 12 games and hope to continue their winning ways this 
weekend. Tonight, the Toreros take on Gonzaga Univer­
sity in the Sports Center and will host the University of 
Portland on Saturday night. Tip-off is scheduled for 5:20 
Ryan Garcia 
Staff  Writer 
The USD women's basketball team spent last weekend 
in Los Angeles hoping to gain some ground on West Coast 
Conference leader Santa Clara. 
On Friday night, the Toreros defeated Pepperdine, 68-
63, and were then beaten by Loyola 
Marymount, 4540, on Saturday 
night. 
When USD visited Malibu to 
take on the Waves of Pepperdine, 
all systems were go. According to 
Heal Coach Kathy Marpe, it was 
a big game for the Toreros. 
"It was a real emotional game," 
Marpe said. "It was a good win 
because they (Pepperdine) match 
up real well to us." 
USD took a 33-28 lead at half-
time and controlled the Waves 
throughout the contest Pepperdine 
launched a big comeback in the 
second half, but the feisty Toreros refused to succumb to 
the Waves' attack. 
Chris Enger headed the Toreros' victory with 25 points, 
nine rebounds, and six blocked shots. Sophomore forward 
Vicki DeJesus had a career-high 16 points and Serena 
Eiermann added 10 points. 
"If was a real emo­
tional game. It was 
a good win because 
they (Pepperdine) 
match up real well 
to us." 
~ Kathy Marpe 
At LMU's Gersten Pavilion on Saturday night, the p.m. for both games. 
Short Hops 
Women's Softball: The Toreros will dust off the 
lumber and kick off the season when they enter 
the "Spring Swing" tournament at Cal State San 
Bemadino. USD will be one of 14 teams compet­
ing. Head Coach Larry Cadillo will take his 
squad into action, trying to duplicate the 30-win 
seasons he has had over the last two years. 
Golf: USD, led by Creighton Aotani, took off for 
Hawaii and the Taylor Made Big Island Intercol­
legiate Golf Tournament. Aotani posted a score 
of 229, leading USD to a 16th-place finish. Up 
next will be the CSU Sacramento Invitational on 
March 1 and 2. 
Men's Tennis: No. 6-ranked Notre Dame was 
just a bit much for USD, as the Fighting Irish took 
the 12th Annual Ice Vollies in Minnesota. Fredrik 
Axsater was the lone bright spot in singles, as he 
upset Will Forsyth, who was ranked No. 19 in the 
country at the time. The Toreros did manage to 
knock off No. 24 New Mexico in their first match 
of the tournament. USD won five of the six 
singles matches to clinch the win. 
Men's Basketball: Tonight, USD will try to get 
back above the .500 marie by taking on Gonzaga 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Sports Center. The Toreros 
split a pair last week with Pepperdine and LMU, 
beating LMU, 59-58, on Doug Harris' winning 
free throws with eight seconds to go. 
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Northridge Sweeps USD, Toreros try to bounce 
against Cal State LA and nationally ranked UCLA 
Tim Tischer 
Assisstant Editor 
Attempting to keep a winning record, the USD baseball 
team plays at CSU Los Angeles today and returns tomorrow 
to battle nationally ranked UCLA at Cunningham Stadium. 
USD beat CSU Los Angeles, 9-6, in the teams' only 
meeting last year. Against UCLA last year, USD lost a close 
game by the score of 10-9. 
After winning their first four games, the Toreros were 
humbled as they were swept in a three-game series by Cal 
State Northridge. 
The sweep began on Friday, as USD was on the short end 
of a 12-0 score. From the beginning, it was evident that USD 
lefthander Travis Burgus and his teammates would be in for 
a long day. Northridge jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the first 
inning as Andy Small hit a three-run home run. 
In the second inning, Northridge added four more runs on 
a run-scoring single and another three-run home run. 
Although USD had three hits through three innings, they 
had nothing to show for it. 
B urgus was replaced in the fifth inning by righthander Pete 
Schoen after giving up a solo home run that gave Northridge 
a 8-0 lead. 
Apparently, the Northridge players had their hitting shoes 
on, adding four more runs and making the final score 12-0. 
Catcher Kevin Herde and infielder Dave Pingree each had 
two hits for USD. Pingree also added a stolen base for USD. 
The lone bright spots for USD came in the 2-1 loss on 
Saturday. Despite losing his first game of 1993, righthander 
Mike Saipe pitched a brilliant game. He only gave up three 
hits, two runs (one unearned) and struck out 10 while pitching 
USD's first complete game of the year. The other bright spot 
was designated hitter John Fenn. Fenn crushed his first home 
run of the season, but that would be the only run USD would 
score. 
The Toreros could not avoid being swept as they lost the 
final game of the series, 12-4. 
USD looks to bounce back this week in its games against 
CSU Los Angeles and UCLA. They will have ace Mike Saipe 
pitching against the highly touted Bruins. 
The Torero offense that was so evident in their first four 
games needs to get back on track after being held to just five 
runs in the weekend series with Northridge. 
It is difficult to keep a whole team down for more than a 
couple of games, so USD appears to be ready to explode with 
a few big games offensively. 
The pitching staff also needs to bounce back after surren­
dering 26 runs in three games. 
The game in Los Angeles today begins at 3 p.m. The game 





4 MONTHS $93* 
OVER 90 FREE FITNESS CLASSES 
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AEROBICS. STEP AEROBICS. 
FUNK. BODY CONDITIONING 
COMPLETE SET OF FREE WEIGHTS 
COMPUTERIZED LIFECIRCUIT 
EQUIPMENT 
NEW GYMNASIUM AVAILABLE 
FOR BASKETBALL & VOLLEYBALL 
25 METER SWIMMING POOL 
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ENTHUSIASTIC INSTRUCTORS 












Bring this coupon 
to either location 
for a complimentary 
workout 
GUEST PASS EXPIRES 
February 28, 1993 
Valid one per person. 
One visit only. 
Football awards banquet honors 
outstanding acheivement for '92 
VISTA Staff Reports 
The football team recently held its an­
nual awards banquet It was the last 
banquet to be held for a Division III USD 
football team, as the squad will be mov­
ing up next year. 
Scott Sporrcr, who turned in an amaz­
ing season at running back, was named 
the Offensive Player of the Year. Matt 
Horeczko, who held together a solid 
Toreros defense all year, was named the 
Defensive Player of the Year. 
All-American selection for Divisions 
U and HI, Robert Ray, was named the 
Special Teams Player of the Year. Ray 
was one of the best punters in the nation. 
The three awards were voted on by the 
Michael Bennett was honored with the 
Strength Coaches Award for his perfor­
mance and leadership throughout the year 
at the quarterback spot 
The James B. Orwig Scholar Athlete 
award went to Jeff Blazevtch for his 
outstanding athletic and academic achieve­
ment 
Team captains Eric Brown and Scott 
Sporrcr (offense) and Matt Horeczko, Jeff 
Blazevich and Christian Sirek (defense) 
were also honored at the festivities. 
Jennifer Jit. 
beachwwr 
Complete line of girls and ladies suiimuiear 
-Mix & Match 
-Bikini's 
-Seperates 
-Over 30 Brands 
5538 La Jolla Blvd.( Bird Rock area ) 
#551-1004 la Jolla, Co 
UUinter Hours: 
Mon-Sat. 10- 5 Parking in Rear 
Senior Chad Boyd finishes his end of a double play against Cal State Northridge. 
USD had trouble with CSN as they lost the weekend series 
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Weekly Sports Trivia 
Question: Who was the lowest seed ever to make the 
Final Four of the NCAA basketball tournament? 
Last Week 's Question: What pitcher has the best career record 
against the New York Yankees? 
Last Week's Answer: Babe Ruth 
look for this week's answer next week 
Sports Post It 
Baseball: USD plays at CSU Los Angeles today at 3 p.m. The 
team returns tomorrow to host a game against UCLA beginning 
at 2 p.m. in Cunningham Stadium. 
Men's Basketball: USD hosts WCC foes Gonzaga at 7:30 
tonight and Portland at 7:30 on Saturday. 
Swimming: USD left yesterday for Long Beach to compete in a 
conference meet that continues through Saturday. 
Women's Basketball: The Toreros host Gonzaga today and 
Portland Saturday, attempting to rise in the WCC standings. 
Women's Tennis: Undefeated in their first two matches, the 
Toreros visit USC today before returning to host Pepperdine 
Saturday at 11 a.m. 
Men's Tennis: After capturing second place in Minnesota over 
the weekend, the team has a week to rest before heading up to Los 
Angeles to play against top-ranked USC. 
Pizza Hut 
Athletes of the week 
Doug Harris 
Men's Basketball 
Doug scored 16 points in a loss to 
Pepperdine, and poured in a ca­
reer-high 25 in a win against LMU. 
Vicki De Jesus 
Women's Basketball 
Vicki tallied 25 points in a win 
against Pepperdine and a loss at 
the hands of LMU. 
Honorable Mention 
Gylan Dottin (men's basketball), Jill Shaver (women's basketball), Chris 
Enger (women's basketball), Dina Birch (women's tennis), Laura Mannisto 
(women's tennis), Fredrik Axsater (men's tennis), Mike Saipe (baseball), 
John Fenn (baseball), Creighton Aotani (golf) 
COLLEGE NIGHT HUMAN 
RELATIONS 
... ARE HIGHLY 
INTERACTIVE CROSS-CULTURAL 
WEEKEND WORKSHOPS. There is one 
FEBRUARY 26-27 which departs: Friday 
12:30 and returns: Saturday 8:00 pm at 
Warner Springs Ranch 
This retreat is free to USD students and 
includes transportation, board and lodging. 
*Monetary inventives provided for student 
clubs/organization participation. 
**Other upcoming dates: March 26-27 & 
April 16-17 
For More Information CALL 
260-2233 or COME in person to Residence 
Life Office UC 139. 






•$100 12 oz. Beers 
•$100 Wine & Wine Coolers 
•$100 PIZZA SLICES! 
•Hot Tunes & Cool Videos 
FREE SLICE OF PIZZA! 
Bring in this flyer and receive a free slice of pizza with purchase 
of any SI.00 12 oz. KARL STRAUSS BEER while supplies last. 






. KARL STRAUSS' _ 
OLD COLUMBIA 










San Diego Trolley | 
JUST MINUTES FROM USD! 
PLUS... Late Night Happy Hour Every Friday & Saturday, 10 p.m.-1 a.m. 
KARL STRAUSS* 
OLD COLUMBIA BREWERY & GRILL 
1157 Columbia Street (at "B") Downtown 
234-BREW (2739) • OPEN DAILY 
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INTRAMURALS 
Results • Schedules 
Runs abound in 
softball openers 
The Mens Softball League certainly didn't 
lack any offense last weekend, as the 1993 
season got underway. The Men's A-league 
began with Oedipus Complex II dispatch­
ing Long Balls 8-4. Greg Sunderberg got the 
victory with some solid pitching and helped 
his cause with a first inning home run. 
Going to the Show had no trouble with the 
Jagermeisters, as Stewart Marlborough's 
team prevailed 15-3. Sean Parks collected 
four hits and three runs while Marlborough 
and Lance Kaman contributed three hits 
apiece. 
Hairy Softballs routed All Balls Out 11-
3, as Lance Brown and J ustin Faucher had big 
games. Ryan Brach connected on the game's 
only homer. 
Rounding out the A-league were the Candy 
Coated Clowns with a 6-2 victory over 3 1/ 
2 Beans and White Rice. Rick Salazar's 
team used the home run power of Frank 
Walsh and pitching of Jim Washam to coast 
past Mo Chavez's team. 
The B-league didn't lack in the run depart­
ment either, as the Puke Dady's set the tone 
with a 27-5 embarrassment of Beer Before 
Pleasure. Frank Osorio, Richard Kiely and 
Jeremy Watson all recorded four for four 
days at the plate and home runs were added 
by Robert Banks and Jess Lowe. Curt 
Newman knocked in four of his team's runs 
with a pair of homers, but it wasn't nearly 
enough. 
Sigma Chi fought off BA.D.N.A JD. 9-3. 
Tim Kane, Gannon Boydand Brian McDonald 
starred for the victors while Matt Kobal shone 
in a losing cause. 
The Conquistadors rallied from 3-0 and 
6-2 deficits to edge Straight Outa Detox 7-
6. B. Robinson collected his third hit of the 
day with two outs in the bottom of the seventh 
to score Adam Beebe with the winning run. 
Fraternity standings 
1. Phi Kappa Theta 38 points 
2. Delta Tau Delta 30 
Sigma Chi 30 
4. Sigma Pi 18 
*The once proud Sigma Pi has already for­
feited three contests. 
iubway DM game 
of the week 
Co-rec soccer season underway 
Despite a plethora of good players, many 
teams failed to field a team on the opening 
weekend of the co-rec soccer season. 
Delta Sigma Pi opened with a convincing 
4-1 victory over Clown Patrol. Julie Feezor's 
blast from the right side gave the Delta Sigs 
an early 2-0 lead. Jim Hafner's goalkeeping 
preserved the narrow lead for the most of the 
game, until Paul Winnowski gave his team a 
four-goal cushion. Dennis Villavicenzo ru­
ined Hafner's shutout with a late goal. 
The Hacks and Joe Comin's Team battled 
toascorelessdraw. KyleLeese,Chris Weaver, 
Lisa Bauer and Kim Brewer all had good 
games. 
Boomer's Skeletons, Scorin' with the 
Babes Returneth and Superballs each got 
victories via forfeits. 
Rain dampens hockey openers 
Only three games managed to beat the rain 
last week, as the hockey season got under­
way. Steve Brown's Betrayed looks like the 
team to beat, as they got off to an impressive 
start. Steve Davis scored three times to lead 
the 7-1 rout of Phi Kappa Theta. Dan 
Kilkenny scored the lone goal for Tom 
Gambon's team. 
The Hansens appear to be serious con­
tenders as well, as they easily dispatched of 
Sigma Chi 6-0. Nathan Longenecker was 
unstoppable, as he scored five times and 
Co-rec softball 
entries due tonight 
The men's softball season is off and run­
ning but now it is time to turn our attention to 
softball of a different kind: Co-rec. 
Entries for the co-rec softball season are 
due tonight at the 5 p.m. captains' meeting. 
The team entry fee of $25 must also be paid 
at this time. 
All games will be played on Sundays, 
starting Feb. 21. The regular season will last 
three weeks with everyone qualifying for the 
playoffs. 
Five men and four women play atone time, 
and teams are limited to a 16-person roster. 
Sign-up now and join in (Mi the fun of 
playing IM Co-rec Softball. 
Basketball goes 
co-rec 
After receiving numerous requests for it, 
the IM department has decided to schedule a 
Co-rec Basketball tournament for Saturday, 
Feb. 27. 
Entries for this all-day tournament are due 
on Thursday, Feb. 25. Three men and two 
women will play at one time and teams are 
limited to ten players on their roster. 
There are a few rule modifications such as 
three points for any basket scored by a woman. 
So pick up a copy of the rules and sign-up 
now to join in on the fun. 
IM Note: Entries for Co-rec Volley­
ball and 5X5 Basketball are due Thursday, 
March 4. 
assisted on Glenn Stallop's goal to gain player 
of the week honors. Mike Printy recorded the 
shutout. 
The final game of the week saw Lost and 
Found battling Rumney down to the wire. 
Olle Pierrou and Darrick Morse exchanged 
first period goals to enter the intermission at 
1-1. After a scoreless second period, both 
teams attacked but were turned back by the 
superb goalkeeping of Chris Ord and Pat 
O'Dea. Rob Seward managed to bead Ord 
with seven minutes remaining to give Lost 
and Found the 2-1 victory.. 
Football season 
starts Saturday 
Entries for the co-rec football season are 
due tonight at the 5:30 p.m. captains' meet­
ing. When signing up, please remember the 
$25 team entry fee. 
Games will be held on Saturdays starting 
this Saturday, Feb. 20 on the canyon field. 
The regular season will run five weeks with 
playoffs for the top 50% to follow. 
All it takes is fzour men and three women 
to field a team although teams may have up to 
16 players on the roster. 
Sign-up now and join in on the fun of 
playing IM co-rec football. 
Bowling is back 
The once popular Midnight Bowling Tour­
nament is attempting a comeback this semes­
ter. Though cancelled in the Fall, this tourna­
ment used to draw 16-20 four-person teams. 
We are expecting no less this semester. 
Teams of four (two men, two women) will 
descend upon Frontier Lanes and begin bowl­
ing at the stroke of midnight, Friday, Feb. 26. 
Each person will bowl three games with 
championship t-shirts being given to the top 
male and female bowlers as well as the top 
team. 
Remember, if you want to participate in 
this event, you must sign up your team no 
later than Thursday, Feb. 25. 
Softball Rankings 
A-league 
1. Oedipus Complex II 
2. Candy Coated Clowns 
3. Hairy Softballs 
4. Team Gumbo 








Week of Feb. 8-14 
CO-REC SOCCER 
Game: Joe Comin's Team vs. The Hacks 
Team: Delta Sigma Pi 
Male Player: Jim Hafner (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Female Player: Julie Feezor (Delta Sigs) 
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY 
Game Lost & Found vs. Rumney 
Team: Hansens 
Player: Nathan Longenecker (Hansens) 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
Game: Phi Kappa Theta vs. Attractive 
Nuisance 
Team: 3 Men and a Baby 
Player: Paul Buss (Phi Kappa Theta) 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
Game: Turtle Puffs vs. 5 Pack 
Team: Turtle Puffs 
Player: JenaMetzger 
MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL 
Game: Oedipus Complex II vs. Long 
Balls 
Team: Candy Coated Clowns 
Player: Jim Washam (Clowns) 
MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL 
Game : Conquistadors vs. Detox 
Team: Puke Dadys 
Player : B. Robinson (Conquistadors) 
Volleyball update 
The women's 4X4 volleyball started with 
5 Packs vs. the Turtle Puffs. The Turtle 
Puffs showed their experience on the court, 
while 5 Pack needed to adjust to playing 
together. The Turtle Puffs won the match 
15-4,16-14. 
The other women's match was between 3 
Beans and a Pod and the Sandpipers. The 
Sandpipers started off slow and then started 
to work together. They have potential, but 
need some more practice. Meanwhile, 3 
Beans and a Pod started off the season 
showing why they are ranked #1. The won 
15-3,15-9. 
Men's A-league action started off with 3 
Men and a Baby vs. Grumby. Three Men 
and a Baby had no problems dealing with 
Grumby, because Grumby was only play­
ing with three players and one gimp. Three 
Men and a Baby won 15-9,15-4. 
Another A-league match had Quick Sets 
vs. Free Laundry. It was a good hard fought 
match. Quick Sets showed their experience 
by winning 16-14,15-9. 
In the last A-league match, Phi Kappa 
Theta was lead by the fine play of Paul Bass, 
but it was not enough. Attractive Nuisance 
used their height to bring the victory home 
15-12, 15-12. 
In men' s B-league action PhiKappaTheta 
took on No Remorse. Phi Kappa Theta 
played well together considering their lack of 
practice time and won 15-11,15-10. 
The other match had Sigma Chi vs. No 
Remorse. It was a great match from start to 
finish. There was hard playing on both sides 
of the net, but Sigma Chi pulled off the 
victory and dropped No Remorse to 0-2,13-
15,15-9,15-8. 
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^ Is Clinton worth an 
Iney shot niin» 
5. Secular holidays are 
for monkeys. 
3, We get five weeks off 
for Jesus' birthday. What 
more do you want? 
2. Washington wasn't 
Catholic. 
Dear Over the hill: You, like millions of others, suffer from "terminal old age." You will continue to 
die a long and painful death. Face it, life is not worth living when you're losing your youth and 
strength. Your only option is to let me help you kill yourself. Write me soon! 
Off Beat Trivia 
How many gallons of Evian 
water do sorority babes drink 
in a week? 
(Please put your answers in 
the Off Beat mail box in the 
VISTA office. The person with 
the best answer will get their 
name printed in Off Beat. 
Quite an honor!) 
Off Beat Quotes of the week: 
Overheard at an Alpha Phi 
party , "Bill McGowan is such a 
stud!" 
"Who's the guy in the Torero 
suit? He's got a cute butt!" said 
by an anonymous female. 
Betty Crocker Boo-boos 




Brussel sprout helper 
Liver helper 
Beef jerky helper 
Cat food I 
Kraft Macaroni and Beets 
Prune juice popsicles 
Liver 'n' onion flavored pudding 
Vanilla ice cream with real bacon 
bits 
Butterscotch grease filled bon-bons 
Fudge covered sausage links [helper 
Hostile Man's official 
Party reviews, bral 
Off-Beat Disclaimer section II, page 39, paragraph 4, line 3: The party reviews are 
anonymously compiled by anonymous sources who wish to remain anonymous. 
Capistrano: The game of quarters was oodles 'o fun but the hosts committed party sin 
#1 — they didn't get a new keg (Tsk tsk). Hostile Rating of 3.5, 
ZT A date dash: Contrary to popular belief, the event was not canceled at the last minute. 
Out of sheer charity they get a 2, bra.(*^ (js) 
Gambling with Gammies: This was a killer theme and a decent time as well. Only a 
couple of people were obnoxiously drunk. Too bad. Hostile Rating of 3Jjra, 
Valentine AKPsi singles party: Need we say more? Hostile Rating of L5, bra. 
Both Phi Slap parties: First parties to get negative hostile rating (- 4.5), bra. 
Shallow Thoughts 
by Nanci Handey 
I'm sure glad I won't live 
to see my funeral, because 
that would be really sad. 
Suzy asks: 
Why does the best bite of food that I 
saved for last always fall to the 
ground? 
by Suzy Robertson 
I'm Bill McGowan, I might go out with you. 260-2790 
Ask Dr. K 
Off Beat is glad to have the world famous Dr. Jack Kervorkian, proud leader of the euthanasia 
movement, as an exclusive advice columnist. (Off Beat is not responsible for deaths due to this 
column.) 
Dear Dr. Kervorkian, 
I recently contracted the measles and I'm afraid that I'll have to suffer for a whole two weeks. What 
should I do? 
— Red all over 
Dear Red all over: No one should be farced to deal wiht such pain. All humans have a right to die with 
dignity. So, why don't you give me a call and we'll work something out 
Dear Dr. Kervorkian, 
I'm about to turn 22.1 was excited until I realized that after turning 21, a person no longer has 
anything to look forward to. What do you suggest? 
— Over the hill 
Life on the Hill 
A scene that was edited 
from the movie "Alive." 
by Esteban del Rio and Joe Brenckle 
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Keifer Sutherland stars in this psychological thriller 
Sherri Bliss 
Staff Writer 
t is said that life is not a problem to be solved, but a 
reality to be experienced. Yet, as human beings our 
greatest fear is the un 
known. The unsolvable 
problem, the unanswerable 
question, any realm of the un­
known is a threat to our ability 
to control the things around us-
and the inability to control is 
terrifying. 
In 'The Vanishing," we are 
brought into the life of a man 
who is trapped in just such a 
situation. Kiefer Sutherland 
plays Jeff, an average guy who 
becomes obsessed with the ques­
tionable fate of his former girl­
friend, who has mysteriously 
disappeared. After three years 
of a compulsive search to find 
the answer, Jeff becomes in­
volved in a struggle between the 
security of a new love, and the 
danger of discovering the truth. 
Rita, portrayed by Nancy Travis, is a feisty woman 
fighting to save Jeff from himself and from the knower of 
truth, Barney. Jeff Bridges is Barney, a man with "a well 
calculated, intelligent, analytical, even scientific approach 
'The Vanishing" incorporates a great amount of unease in 
the scenes that it portrays, which accounts for the thrilling 
sensation of the audience. The movie begins with a couple 
vacationing to Mt. Saint Helens, which in and of itself is a bit 
odd. There is a scene in which a the same couple find 
themselves 
mapped in a 
dark tunnel 
when their 
car runs out 
of gas. And 
there is a 
completely 
eerie scene 
in which we 
witness a 
character 
on the verge 
of death, 
and the way 
in which it 




This is the 
most chilling aspect of the film, as well as the character 
Barney. 
"liie Vanishing" doesn't have a lot of gore in it, but the 
reality of the story line and the characters is horrible enough. 
Barney is a school teacher with a wife and a daughter who 
Barney Cousins (Jeff Bridges) offers Rita Baker (Nancy 
Travis) a drink in the psychological thriller "The Vanishing." 
is a very terrifying man, as are many of the events that 
take place. 
There are things about "The Vanishing" that were 
not as great as I expected, however. The beginning of 
the movie is very slow. In the advertisements, the 
movie is portrayed as being primarily based on Jeff s 
experience as it parallels to his lost girlfriend. But 
much of the movie actually leads up to Jeff and 
Barney's first meeting. The movie was also not as 
scary as I expected, so if you're looking for a movie in 
which your date will jump in your lap, this is not the 
one. The movie is eerie, and it makes you think, but 
it is not entirely a horror film. 
"The Vanishing" makes use of the human fear of 
It is said that life is 
not a problem to be 
solved, but a reality 
to be experienced. 
Jeff Harriman (Keifer Sutherland) attacks Barney 
Cousins (Jeff Bridges) in "The Vanishing." 
to what is ultimately an insane act" The two characters 
represent Jeffs desire to have a life despite his incomplete 
past, and his opposing desire to know the truth at all costs. 
thinks he is a God, and yet he has the capacity to 
commit the most abominable act imaginable. You 
sit through the film and think to yourself, "This 
could happen. This man could be anyone I know." 
Houssam Aboukhater saw the film with me and he felt that the 
makeup of the mind behind Barney's acts was very similar to 
that of Hannibal Lecter from Silence of the Lambs. Barney 
the unknown in a way that provides an entertaining 
and thought provoking film. The all star cast gives an 
amazing performance, and for these reasons I really 
liked the movie. If you are the type of person that 
scares easily (as is my friend Erin who wanted to have 
a slumber party after the film for fear of sleeping 
alone) I would not recommend the film. But, if you 
like a little horror, and films that make you think, 'The 
Vanishing" would be a good choice for a night out. 
Jeff Bridges stars as the psychotic 
Barney Cousins in 'The Vanishing." 
Jim Carrey 
from: "In Living Color" 
Will be "PULLING THE CEILING OFF" USD! 
Saturday, Feb. 20,1993 from 8-10pm in Shiley Theater. 
Tickets are $8 for students and 
$12. 50 for the general public. 
Tickets are on sale at the UC Box Office 
on a first come first serve basis. 
PIZZA IN FORNO 
"The Original Brick Fired Pizza 
& Pasta Bar" 
ORDER NOW 
FREE DELIVERY 
990 Draft Beer 293-7100 
($10.00 min. 
Friars/Mission (Ralphs) Shopping Center 
Open Everyday (J10.oo in. on delivery) 
1 
_| 
Any 12" Pizza | 
(w/ one topping) j 
1 
ig a 16" Pizza w/1 
igs or more | 
1 
| When orderii 
| 2 toppin 
Exp 2/24/93 
Valued at $3.75 
Not valid w/ any other coupons or offers 
m OFF ~l Any Pasta Bar 
combinations 
served w/ garlic bread & 
salad bar 
(Dine-in only) Exp 2/24/93 
Valued at $3.75 
Not valid \v/ any other coupons or otters 
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Re-live your own "Groundhog Day" 
Murray and MacDowell star in the romantic comedy about repeating the same day 
Michael Curry 
Staff Writer 
Bill Murray and Andie MacDowell are 
simply spectacular (what a great word, huh) 
as Murray plays Phil, a run-down, self-cen­
tered weatherman who is sent to his annually 
boring coverage of this crazy rodent. 
MacDowell, on the other hand, is a new 
producer the network just picked up. Larry is 
played by Chris Elliot, who is a an over­
acting optimist who reminds you of"Buddy" 
from "Eight is Enough." These three are the 
central actors in this creative combination of 
humor, perfection and anxiety. Don'taskme 
Creative, comical, classical just about 
summarizes my feelings on the new Harold 
Ram is film, "Groundhog Day." 
You're probably wondering what the 
hell this movie is about with a title like 
"Groundhog Day." Good question! The 
tradition of Groundhog Day goes far back 
(but who really cares), and on the second 
of February groundhogs are sup­
posed to emerge from the ground 
and tell us whether spring has 
arrived or if we are headed to­
ward six more weeks of winter. 
This sounds a little cheesy to me, 
but I suppose some of those 
midwest states get all tied up in 
these folk stories. Being from 
LA, I rarely come across these 
critters, unless he's shopping at 
K-Mart. Anyway, now that I am 
making no sense whatsoever, I'll MacDowell and Elliot on a camera shoot 
try to continue on with my review without 
future embarrassment ... 
why, those words just popped into my head; 
hmm. 
To get into this film you must first accept 
the fact that someone could continue re­
living a day from scratch. Imagine doing 
anything you wanted, and to whom you 
wanted, when you wanted — and with no 
regrets, because the next day was like the 
beginning of that day. Am I making sense? If 
this isn 't too confusing for you, 
then you need to realize that 
Phil is stuck on one of these 
days, by himself—meaning no 
one else knows he's re-living 
this day over and over again. 
And to make things worse, it's 
this ridiculous Groundhog Day! 
Murray learns quickly what's 
happened here, and finds out 
the true advantages and disad­
vantages. One major plus here 
is that he's able to find out per­
sonal things about some of the 
innocent hometown girls. He 
then repeats the day by waking 
up at the repetitive six o'clock in the morning, 
and uses this new knowledge to his advan­
tage. He also realizes the major disadvantage 
that all the work he puts into something 
• 
B.B. King; the king of the blues 
rarities and previously unreleased tracks 
Matt Morgan legend, containing everything from "Miss periences have not been lost on his follow-
02 (' When Love Comes To Town") and When King was inducted into the Rock 
to 1949. the world was recovering firom Bonnie Raitt ("Right Time, Wrong Place," and Roll Hall of Fame in January. 1992, 
a devastating war, toe Soviets exploded from the soundtrack to the film "Air many musicians were on hand to pay trib-
their first atomic bomb, and what would America"). In between, there arc all the clas- ute to him, among them Carlos Santana, 
later become USD was nothing more than sics, including "Paying the Cost To Be The U2's The Edge. Keith Richards. Robbie 
a blueprint. Boss," "The Thrill Is Gone," and of course, Robcraon,Jimmy Page and Jeff Beck. All 
Inatiny radio smttoHin Memphis, Terat., the King Trademark, "Lucille." As is com- of them claim to have been influenced by 
young black blues musician named Rdey moo with all great blues music, these songs B.B.'s music; his distinct "sound" is one 
B, King had just recorded his first single, are timeless. A song like "Recession Blues" that many have tried, unsuccessfully. to 
"Miss Martha King," named for has wife, is perhaps even more relevant today than it imitate. 
Thatringtowasthestsutof a sound that, was when it was written in 1958. King is modest about his apparent posi-
over the course of 1J» eosotog 43 years. The box set also includes an extraordinar- tion as a god among men, and as far as his 
would be often initiated but never dupli- fly well written 72-page booklet, containing distinctive "sound" is concerned. King 
cared• Rdey soon adopted the stage name archive photos and historical/ biographical claims he hasn 't found it yet, 
"B. B. King," and the rest is history. information. The task of researching over 40 He writes in the book let: "...41 years, 
1992 saw the release of "B. B. King: years* worth of records, press clippings and and I'm still looking for that sound. I 
King Of The Blues," a four CD (or cas- historical information seems to be a monu- wouldn't know it if 1 saw it. but if 1 heard 
sene. of cmirse! rtttmcrwtiw rtf ltw» man monlal last in nnH nfifevlf hut ihy* niYvW,-rc it I ml it tnr «K.C 
set contains 77 songs, of which 19 are including an interview with B. B. about his Regardless, he's got something, that's 
rarities and seven were previously nearly half-century of music and experiences, for sure! This retrospective is a crowning 
unreleased. By all accounts, this retro- B, B, is one of the few blues musicians to achievement. Five stats out of five. . 
"What A Great Experience! tt 
Learning the Language. 
Meeting People. Coming face to 
face with history, art and archi­
tecture, culture, food and fun. 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
ABROAD CONSORTIUM... 
Small classes. Personal attention. 
Fully accredited - receive uni­
versity credit. We provide great 
classes in intensive language, 
history, anthropology, art, 
business, economics, political 
science... Organized field trips 
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doesn't last, because by the next day every­
thing is back to normal. 
This movie may sound somewhat boring 
and repetitive, but it is quite the contrary. I 
found "Groundhog Day" to be incredibly 
funny and intellectually stimulating (ohh — 
even better wordage). If you're looking for a 
good comedy and 
something to make 
you feel good about 
life for the follow­
ing 10 hours (like 
"Chariots of Fire"), 
then this movie is 
definitely for you 
(and your date — if 
you're lucky). 
Back to that crazy 
| rating scale I'm ob-
| viously famous for. 
On a scale from 
Ferrari to Pinto, 
"Groundhog Day" 
rolls in as a Ford Explorer. Again, with no 
real reason, besides Fords true dependability 
and traditional background. As you might 
have realized, I am a Ford owner and fan. 
Student Special 
Monday-Friday 
4:00p to 8:00p 
at 
Johnny's Surf Club 
Beach Bar and Grille 
Murray lets a relief driver 
take over 
Bolt Burger & 
12oz. American Beer 
$1.99 
* Great Food 
* Pool Table 
* Video Games 
* Ping Pong 
'Responsible Hospitality Council" 
Decal Award Winner 
718 Ventura Place 488-3449 
Across from the Roller Coaster-
Mission Beach 
VISA/MC Must be 21 
Congratulations! 
USD Greeks receiving academic honors 
for Fall 1992: 
Hadi Abou-Khater IX, Business Administration 
Ashley Alexander FOB, Communication Studies 
John Allen EX, Humanities 
Yvette Anaya AO, Undeclared 
Cindy Anderson AO, Psychology 
*Gretchen Anderson AAn, Business Administration 
Kris ten Barker TOB, Communication Studies 
*Heather Beal FOB, Business Administration 
* Stephanie Beckord TOB, Communication Studies 
Dave Berman in, Business Administration 
Jeffrey Blazevich in, Accounting 
*Sherri Bliss AAn, Communication Studies 
*Kimberly Booth AATI, Communication Studies 
Toby Bost in, Business Administration 
Patrick Brady in, Business Administration 
Trade Buell AAn, Business Administration 
Laura Chapman AAn, Communication Studies 
*John Clifl ATA, Accounting 
t*Deborah Cole AAn, Accounting 
John Collins IX, Physics 
Julia Cominos TIT A, Business Administration 
Jennifer Davis AAn, Art 
Erika Dohrmann TOB, Business Economics 
Melissa Driver ZTA, English 
* Angela Eastvold AO, Psychology 
Heidi Ellis TOB, Diversified Liberal Arts 
Jeffrey Ertwine OK0, Business Administration 
* Jennifer Escher rOB, English 
Caroline Ferreras ZTA, Political Science 
Christina Filosa TOB, Undeclared 
Erik For sell in, Business Administration 
Terrence Fox OK0, Political Science 
Hays Fraim TOB, Diversified Liberal Arts 
•Wendy Frytak ZTA, International Relations 
Thomas Garnbon OK0, Business Administration 
f*Stavros Georgiadis IX, Business Administration 
*Dawn Gibbons ZTA, Elementary Education 
Maxine Gisinger TOB, Communication Studies 
Karen Gordon AAn, English 
Robert Grasso ATA, Business Administration 
Steffa 
+*p 
nie Gullo AO, Humanities 
f*Peter Halmos in, Biology 
Elizabeth Hawthorne AAn, Anthropology 
*Tiffiny Henderson FOB, English 
Nanci Hibschman AAn, English 
* Michael Hodges OK©, Business Administration 
Brent Jensen in, Undeclared 
Helena Johnson AAn, Psychology 
Mari Jonassen FOB, Communication Studies 
t*Theresa Jones AO, Accounting 
Heidi Kaney AAn, International Relations 
Lance Karnan IX, Business Administration 
Heather Kenney AAn, Philosophy 
t*Renee Kerns AO, Political Science 
David Kilkenny OK©, Business Administration 
Julie Klesse TOB, Undeclared 
Kelly Konitz TOB, Business Economics 
*Mark Kozako in, Business Administration 
Lisa Kreis TOB, Speech Communication 
Jennifer Lanz FOB, Communication Studies 
Erin Lee AO, Psychology 
Jessica Lincoln AAn, Business Administration 
Meredith Lucey TOB, Communication Studies 
* Patrick Lynch in, Business Administration 
Eric Magnuson ATA, Business Administration 
* Anthony Manfredi ATA, Communication Studies 
Janine Maraver AAn, Psychology 
David Martin OK©, Accounting 
William Mathauer 10, Accounting 
*Courtney May in, Business 
Jennifer McCann FOB, Undeclared 
Shannon McDaniel ZTA, Political Science 
Erin McManmon AAF1, Undeclared 
*John Michels OK0, History 
Patricia Moran TOB, Communication Studies 
*Thomas Murphy OK©, Business Administration 
Robert Myrick ATA, Biology 
*David Nemeth In, Communication!Int. Relations 
Lyman Nicholson ATA, Psychology 
Rhonda Nourse AO, Political Science!Commun. 
Nicole O'Brien ZTA, Communication Studies 
Amie Ortman AO, Biology 
* Jessica Owen TOB, Business 
Daniel Padrnos OK0, Business Administration 
Elizabeth Peters AAn, Biology 
*Michelle Petersen AO, Diversified Liberal Arts 
Courtney Peterson TOB, Communication Studies 
Benjamin Pistorius OK0, Business Administration 
Brian Prebil ATA, Biology 
*AmyPyle TOB, Biology 
Jeff Rager in, Political Science 
Greg Ragland IX, Undeclared 
Justin Reeve IX, International Relations 
*Monica Rose AO, Communications Mass Media 
*Craig Ross OK©, Business Administration 
*Matthew Ruel OK0, Sociology 
* Jennifer Scarborough AAn, Communication Studie 
* Heather Schroeder AO, Biology 
Mark Schulein IX, Ocean Studies 
*Ken Schwing IX, American Studies 
*Lori Shackelford AO, Communication Studies 
Mike Shultz IX, Electrical Engineering 
Christian Sirek in, Business Administration 
*Chris Steenson OK©, Business Administration 
* Jason Stein OK©, Physics 
Jason Stuempfig OK©, Undeclared 
Molly Sullivan AO, Psychology 
Christina Theiss AAfl, Undeclared 
*Heather Thompson AO, Business Administration 
Connie Van Kirk AO, Diversified Liberal Arts 
*Adam Vitalis ATA, Accounting 
Amy Walczak AO, Diversified Liberal Arts 
*Robyn Waverly AO, Spanish 
*Gretchen Wida AAn, International Relations 
*Kristen Wiley AAn, Undeclared 
*Rebecca Wilson AO, Communications Mass Medic 
Katherine Wood AO, Political Science 
* Indicates First Honors 
t Indicates 4.0 GPA 
CHAPTER AWARDS: Highest Fraternity GPA: OK0 3.044; Highest Sorority GPA: AAn 3.038 
A . B I  K A . M h e  o: ' A 
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: 
the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget. 
Two inexpensive combinations 
that will help you survive even the 
most grueling semester 
The affordable, new Apple Sfy'leWriter Hand Apple Macintosh Color Classic. 
Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh" sys- while still fitting within your budget. See this new system 
tem ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic* computer gives today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get spe-
you a sharp, bright Sony Trinitron display, built-in audio, file cial student pricing, as well as service during college* And 
sharing, networking and more. And the new, compact Apple* discover the power of Macintosh. The power more ^ 
StyleWriter II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output college students choose. The power to be your best.' 
For more information please visit the 
USD Bookstore or call 260-4552 
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm Friday, 9am-4pm, Saturday, 9am-4pm 
"Sen ice is available only from Apple Campus Resellers which are Apple Authorized Sen-ice Proiiders. ©1993 Apple Computer. Inc. All rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo. Macintosh. StyleWriter and The power to be your best are registered trademarks of 
Apple Computer. Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc. Thnitron is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation 
